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Murray City Council Approves
Zoning Change On First Reading
An amendment to the city of
Murray's zoning ordinance which will
change the zoning of a tract of land
directly behind Taylor Chevrolet on S.
12th Street from residential use to
commercial use was approved on first
reading by the Murray Common
Council last night.
The ordinance must be approved on a
subsequent reading before being
enacted.
Wednesday night's vote on the issue
was 6-4 in favor of the zoning change
with one member abstaining and one
member absent. Voting in favor of the
rezoning were council members
Marshall Jones, Dick George, W. R.
Furches, Billy Balentine, Ruby Hale
and Dr. C. C. Lowry. Voting against the
measure were council members
Stephen Yarbrough, Howard Koenen,
J. D. Outland and Dave Willis. Coun-
cilman J. H. Nix abstained from the
voting due to a possible conflict of in-
terest since he is employed at Dwain
Taylor Chevrolet. Council member
Martha Sammons was absent from the
meeting.
The rezoning proposal, which was
approved by the Murray Planning
Commission following a recent public
hearing, has created considerable
debate among council members,
planning commission members and
parties on both sides of the issue.
Howard Brandon, who owns property
adjoining the Taylor property, has
raised continued objections to the
proposed rezoning and again last night
urged the council to turn down the
amendment.
Brandon charged that the proposal
had been "mishandled from the
planning commission standpont from
the very start" and that the boundaries
of the present zoning lines had not been
officially established.
Brandon told the council that at the
public hearing held by the planning
commission, one member of the
commission said, "We're tired of
LITERACY DAY — The Murray Adult Learning Center in cooperation with the Calloway County Public Library will
offer basic reading programs for adults in this area. Shown here discussing plans for a local "literacy day" set Sept. 8
are (from left) Paul Fritts, a library staff member, Diane Johnson, library staff member, Calloway County Judge-
Executive Robert 0. Miller, and Chuck Guthrie, director of the adult learning center at Murray State. Miller
proclaimed a local literacy day similar to oae proclaimed nationally by the President. The program planned is
designed to help adults learn basic reading skills, and overcome illiteracy. Volunteers tutors will help students on a
one-to-one basis. The program will be offered during the day from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. at the Adult Learning Center at
Stewart Stadium and during the evening from 5 p.m. to 8 p.m. at the local library. The program and materials are
free. Anyone interested in enrolling can call 762-6971 or contact the library, a spokesman Said.
Photo By Jennie B. Gordon
State Board Okays Competency
Manual Amid Words Of Caution
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
detailed manual for competency testing
in Kentucky school rooms has been
approved by the state Board for
Elementary and Secondary Education
amid some cautionary comments.
The legislative-mandated program to
test basic skills in the third, fifth,
seventh and 10th grades starts next
year hd will affect 224,000 pupils at the
outset.
The Rev. Bob Brown of Lexington, a
state school board member, told state
Education Department officials
Wednesday that he is not sure he shares
their optimism about cooperation from
Kentucky's 181 local districts. •
"A lot of educators think this is a
device for accountability and a lot of
today's index 
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Hazy, hot and humid today and
Friday. Hazy and warm with a
chance of fog again tonight. High
today and Friday in the upper 805
east to mid 90s west. Lows tonight
In the mid 60s to around 70.
Kentucky ExtendedForecaat
Warm with little or no
precipitation Saturday through
Monday. Lows in the 60s and
highs in the Kis to low 90s.
people are going to get clobbered," he
said.
"...On the other hand, a lot of tax-
payers think this is very important.
Their feeling is that high school
graduates can't do things."
And James Graham, the state
superintendent of public instruction,
used the occasion to voice again his
doubts about the form of testing to be
used.
He recalled his opposition to the
legislation on the grounds that the
program is too broad, that it should be
delayed a year and that more money
was needed before the testing program
is started.
He called his reservations "a positive
reluctance about the law" rather than
negativism, and added "the public
wants it."
"It's easy to write anything, but when
it comes time to put it into effect...it
isn't easy at all," Graham told the
board, referring to the portion that
provides for remedial studies.
"...I do not view the program as apple
pie, motherhood or the panacea."
Mitchell Davis of Glasgow. whose
advisory committee worked on the
testing concept and plans, said the 1980
Legislature "is going to have to face up
to the fact that a tremendous amount of
money will be oeeded" when com-
petency testing is in full operation.
Randy Kimbrough and Donald Van
Fleet, two Education Department of-
ficials who helped draw up the
program, again gave certain
assurances and clarification — as the
did Tuesday before a legislative sub-
committee which also approved the
plans.
"A great deal is trust and faith in
local school districts" that they will
carry out the goals, Mrs. Kirnbrough
said. But she cautioned that "we don't
have the staff to watch 181 districts."
Van Fleet emphasized that testing in
Kentucky will not be tied to high school
graduation or class promotions and
that no evaluation of teachers is in-
volved.
He acknowledged the program,
which - begins next spring, has taken
three years to formulate, and that if it
does not work well, the cost and effort
in change would be tremendous.
fooling with this, let's dump it into the
lap of the city council."
Earlier in last night's meeting,
Councilman Yarbrough had urged his
fellow members to reject the proposal
because, in his opinion, the area in
question does not meet the
qualifications for rezoning as specified
in the zoning ordinance.
(According to the city's zoning or-
dinance the Planning Commission and
the City Council must find that ".. .the
original zoning classification given to
the property was inappropriate or
improper" or that "there have beem
major changes of an economic,
physical, or social nature within the
area involved which were not an-
ticipated in the community's com-
prehensive plan and which have sub-
stantially altered the basic character of
the area.")
Yarbrough said he did not feel that
the rezoning meets those specifications
because, in his opinion, there has been
no major changes in the business zones
in the area, only expansions of existing
commercial establishments.
Councilman Koenen agreed with
Yarbrough and told the rest of the
council the matter could be sent back to
the planning commission "on that
basis."
Brandon indicated the possibility that
he might take legal action in the matter.
if the city gives final approval to the
rezoning, saying: "There are all kinds
of ramifications for possible litigation
on this matter."
Attorney Harold Hurt, representing
Taylor and Taylor, Inc., owners of the
property, was also given an opportunity
to address the council prior to last
night's vote but declined, saying "it's
all old ground we've been over before
in previous meetings before the
planning commission and the council)..




Murray Police today are looking for a
suspect in connection with an assault,
apparent attempted rape and sodomy
against two Murray women at a Main
Street residence early today.
-spokesman -said a mai
confronted the women at their Murray
residence libout 2.30 a.m.-3 a.m. today,
left one beaten about the head and
attempted to rape the other.
The woman beaten in the incident is
in Murray-Calloway- County Hospital
with bruises about the face and head, a
hospital spokesman said. That woman
was discovered lying on the ground
outside the residence.
The police spokesman said the
assailant apparently confronted the
woman later beaten in the incident
downstairs at the residence. After
beating her, he proceeded upstairs
where he found the other woman, police
theorize. Police said the woman told
them the assailant tried to rape her,
forced her to commit sodomy and
choked her with a cloth. She was not
beaten.
Police saididter the assailant fled the
residence, the woman who was upstairs
went to a -neighbor's house. The neigh-
bor alerted authorities, the spokesman
said.
The police spokesman said both
women are thought to have occupied
the same apartment in the house.
Police have a partial description of
the assailant — white male with blond
hair parted in the middle -- the police
spokesman said.
Civic Music Board Association
Host Kick-Off Party Saturday
The Murray Civic Music A.s.sociation
Board of Directors will host their an-
nual kick-off party for the workers on
Sunday afternoon, September 10.
The theme of this year's party will be
"Riverboat Days." The guest have
been invited to the Ken Lake Dock at
'V:30 p.m. (promptly) where they will
'the "Prineess tour boat for a
"Straw Hat Supper" and Cruise.
Committee members said the
Princess provides a perfect setting for
a riverboat theme in that it is a replica
of the paddle wheel boats of (Jaya gone
by. Gary Brockway will be playing
"Dixieland" music on the banjo as
everyone comes down the gang plank
for boarding.
The planning committee mentions
the flavor of the whole event - the
cruise, the crowd, the music - and the
food and the upcoming Murray Civic
Music Association Season_ Much at-
tention has been given to the little
details which will make Sunday af
ternoon fun, a spokesman said.
The food will be served from -in-
dividual picnic baskets and will include
chicken, and quiche which is being
prepared by the Dakota Feed and
Grain; french bread and butter, white
grapes, cheese, nuts and raisins are
being assembled through Owens and
Company. For dessert Sammons apple
squares will be served with Catalpa.
, Dress will be optional for the cruise.
Some people will recreate riverboat
days with -straw hate, longish (Iresses--
and-some will have parasols. Others
will be more conventional in afternoon
dresses and pant suits. Mostly, men will
be in coats and ties to enjoy the




























Several items connected with a
facilities survey of the City of Murray's
sewage treatment plant were approved
by the Murray Common Council in a
meeting held Wednesday night.
The survey, which is to be delivered
to the federal Environmental
Protection Agency office in Atlanta by
Mayor Melvin B. Henley and Water
System superintendent Tommy
Marshall Friday, proposed two
alternatives to upgrading the city'a
treatment plant to meet EPA
regulations.
One of the alternatives calls for the
construction of addition to the present
plant at a cost of $5.7 million. The
second alternative involves the con-
struction of a separate, new plant at a
cost of $7.4 million. If the study is ap-
proved by EPA, both alternatives
would qualify for 75 percent federal
funding.
Mayor Henley, several members of
the council, and the board of directors
of the Murray Chamber of Commerce
have all indicated support for the
second alternative — building a new
plant.
eight engineering firms that were in-
terested in the job. The eight firms
were narrowed down to four firms and
each of those firms were rated by the
committee members prior to the
unanimous committee recom-
mendation for G. Reynolds Watkins.
In related action, the council:
— Authorized the city attorney to sign
the site certification that is being
forwarded to EPA;
— Authorized the mayor to sign an
agreement on behalf of the city that
stipulates the city will pay all non-
federal cost of implementing the 20-.
facilities plan. Henley said that
primarily, the only item involved would
be the acquisition of the site. Prac-
tically everything else, he said, will be
fundable under the 75 percent grant;
— Authorized the mayor to sign on
behalf of the city a commitment that
the city will implement an "industrial
cost recovery program" in connection
with the facilities plan. The mayor
explained that, in effect, this means
that industrial customers of the sewage
treatment plant would be charged at a
rate equal to the actual cost of treat-
In_ connection with the sewer.. plant, merit
study, the council approved the hiring In other business at last night's
of the firm of G. Reynolds Watkins of \ineeting, the council:
Lexington, Ky., as the engineering firm --- Enacted ordinances establishing
to do the "phase two" design work on
the proposed expansion. Chester
Engineers, whose home office is in
Pennsylvania, has handled practically
all of the city water system's
engineering work for the past several
years.
Prior to the selection of the new firm,
it was explained to the council that -the
public works committee had screened
fire limits in business, hospital and
university zones in the city and adop-
ting the 1977 edition of the national
Standards of Safety (building code) for
use in the city;
— Authorized the mayor and budget
committee chairman to approve the
bills payable for September since the
council does not have another meeting
scheduled prior to the bills coming due.
LIONS CANDY DAY — jack Rose, left, president of the Murray Lions Club,
Codie Caldwell, center, project chairman, and George Lilly, first vice-
president, discuss the CANDY DAY with members of the club. Lions clubs
from across the state will participate in the annual Lions tands Day on _
riday and . alu.rday, Sept. Band 9. Caldwell said -Candy- Das- a-peojec4-44--- -
the Past District Governors to help support local sight programs and the
Kentucky Lions Eye Foundation, was started in 1970 when Sq.000 was
raised. Last year, Caldwell said S21,450 was.raised to support local and
state sight conservation. On Friday and Saturday. dub members will be at
local business locations giving assay candy and asking for donations for this
project. The local club hopes to raise $2,411.65 for sight conservation;
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Special 25th Anniversary \
Reception Held At Home
An open house honoring
the 25th wedding an-
niversary of Mr. and Mrs.
Lexie B. Ray of Kingston,
- Tenn.. formerly of Murray,
a as hosted by their
daughters, Miss Karyn Ray
and Miss Tish Ray, assisted
by Mr. and Mrs. Larry
Clark. special friends of the
on a recent Sunday
afternoon.
The guests were greeted in
the foyer -of the Ray home
on Dogwood Manor in
Kingston Heights. by the
hostesses who were
beautifully attired in lovely
dresses and had bracelet
corsages of yellow baby
roses.
Mrs. Ray wore a gown of
peach soft polyester
featuring a cape-like color
that fell to points in front,
back. znd at the sleeves.
Completing her attire were
silver shoes. She had a
corsage of baby orchids
trimmed in silver.
Mr. Ray wore a vested
suit of blue checks with a
boutonniere of white
plialenopsis...
The foyer was decorated
with a bouquet of multi-
colored silk flowers flanked
by yellow tapers in tall
crystal candlesticks on the
credenza. Mrs. Arthur
Rivers presided at the
register.
Guests were served in the
dining room from a table
covered with an imported
medeira cutwork cloth over
gold that had belonged to
Mrs. Ray's mother, the late
Mrs. Ottis Patton.
Highlighting the table was a
three tiered caked topped
With the bride and groom
statuette from the Rays'
wedding cake 25 years ago..
Punch and other refresh-
ments were served.
eluded many out of town
friends from Nashville and
Poole, Ky.. where Mr. Ray
preached for two years. and
family from near Murray
with a special guest being
Mrs. Ray's aunt, Mrs.
James Gray of Kirksey.
Mrs. Ray is also the niece of
Mrs. Effie Myers and Mrs.
Bun Swann of Murray.
On display in the living
room was a mannequin with
Mrs. Ray's wedding dress
and veil which her mother
made from a picture found
in a bride's magazine Also
Mr. and Mrs. Lexie B.
the couple's wedding pic-
tures were on display.
Bouquets of roses and
daisies sent by friends were
placed at vantage points
throughout the house.
Mr. Ray has served as
minister of the Kingston
Church of Christ since June
1969. The couple was
married July 19, 1953, in the
Seventh and Poplar' Church
of Christ, Murray. Mrs.
Ray is the former Zann
Ray
Patton, daughter of the late
Mr. and Mrs. Ottis Patton of
Murray. Mr. Ray is the son
of Onyx Ray, 500 Whitnell,
Murray, and he late Mrs.
Ola Ray. The late James P.
Miller officiated at the
ceremony and the reception
was at the Patton home, 603
Olive Street, Murray.
Among the nearly 200
friends and family who
attended the 25th wedding
anniversary reception in-
Cumberland Presbyterian Women
Hold Meeting At Lawson Home
The home of Mrs. Merritt
Lawson was the scene of the
August meeting of the
Cumberland Presbyterian
Women of the North
Pleasant Grove Church.
Mrs. Dewayne Franklin
was the leader for the
program on "Ministering To
Singles." She read her
scripture from I Cor. 12:4-27
and opened with prayer.
The program was in topic
form on The Dilemma of the
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and How Singles Are Dif-
ferent, and The Burden of
Responsibility. Mrs
Franklin closed the progfam
with how the local church
can share in the respon-
sibility to care for these
people.
A duet, "He Touched Me,"
was sung by Mrs. Violet
Speight and Mrs. Sonia
Speight. Mrs. Margaret Nell
Boyd gave the Bible study
on The Will of God. Mrs.
Mary Eva Lowe led the
closing prayer, and the
group sang Have Thine Own
Way.
Linda Thornton. president,
presided. Also present, not
previously mentioned, were
Mildred Lowe, Dorothy Dean
Cochran, Virginia Jones, and
Christine Sherman. Visitors
were Mrs. Speight, Mrs.
Earl Roberts. and Brad
Lowe.
JOGGING HELPS
Want to run away from
your problems? According to
Dr. John H. Greist,
University of Wisconsin
psychiatrist, in the Sept.
27th Family Circle. running
or jogging may be an ef-
fective way to alleviate
depression by taking your
mind off your problems.
Working with three test
groups, the doctor found that
those assigned to a regular
jogging program showed as
much mental improvement
as those in short-term
therapy and were more
improved than those in-




By Abigail Van Buren
i; 1978 by Cri.C1100 TrIguns N Nil* 11 Syn81 Inc.
DEAR ABBY: I don't want to disclose my source, but I
know for a fact that a certain dental nurse is having an affair
and is using her boss's dental office for her rendezvous.
I think she has a lot of nerve taking advantage of her
boss's dental quarters in this way, and I'm sure he would
have a fit if he knew about it. She has been working for him
for quite some time and he trusts her.
Should I tell the dentist?
WONDERING
DEAR WCINDERING: When it comes to dentists, the
usual advice is to "Open wide." In this case, f say, .*Keep
your mouth shut."
DEAR ABBY: May I comment on the letter from the wife
who felt threatened by her husband's secretary when she
and a girlfriend became self-appointed cheerleaders at the
company's bowling games. (Very few wives attended, so the
girls went to give the men moral support.)
That wife should smarten up and realize that. if her hus-
band's secretary is taking her place at the bowling alley, she
may be cheering him on in other areas, too.
Perhaps the wife had been invited first, but refused
because, "We can't afford a sitter" or "Bowling is so boring."
I finally figured out that my husband's secretary saw him
as a handsome young executive who would handle every
emergency, while I saw_ him as the guy who never
remembered to carry out the garbage. Small wonder that
when his ego needed pampering, he turned to her and they
had an affair. When I learned about it, the shock opened my
eyes, and I realized that the qualities that I loved in him
when we were first married were still there, and that a
baby-sitter was cheaper than a divorce. We saved our
marriage by working out our problems together.
And I learned how important it was for me to attend the
company bowling games.
I think that wife should take a good look at her marriage.
Perhaps if the secretary's behavior makes her feel insecure, •
she has a reason to be. Sign me ..
WISER NOW
DEAR WISER: The moral to that story 1st "Don't permit
a substitute to fill in too often, lest the substitute become a
permanent replacement."
CONFIDENTIAL TO ii.: Every liar is a coward. Put-
ting it simply, most people He because they don't have the
courage to tell the truth.
Are your problems too heavy to handle alone? Let Abby
help you. For a personal, unpublished reply, write: Abby:




Mr. and Mrs. William N.
McElrath and sons, Timothy
and Jamie, are back in the
United States on a sabbatical
leave from their mission
assignment in Indonesia.
Dr. and Mrs. Hugh Thomas
McElrath are back home in
Louisville after their year's
sabbatical skent in Puerto
Rico, South America, and
Europe.
These arrivals were the
occasion for a get-together
recently at the borne of Mary
Frances McElrath Cox and
her husband, Leroy, in Nor-
mal, Illinois. They were joined
by Miriam McElrath Mobley
and her husband Rev. Law
Mobley who live in Gastonia,
N.C. Also in attendance were
some of the children of these
LITTLE GIRLS
Daddy's little girl could
become a shy, anxious,
insecure adult if she loses
her father when she is very
young, nOtes an article in
the Sept. 27th Family
Circle. And girls who are
separated from their fathers
because of divorce, con-
tinues the article, may tend
toward sexual and social
aggression. Because of these
problems, Big Brothers of
America in Philadelphia has•
,now set up -a program for
/fatherless girls from 8 to 12.
Cox Home
couples. William, Hugh,
Miriam and Mary Frances are
the children of the late Dr. and
Mrs. Hugh M. McElrath.
The William McElraths are
now at their home in Raleigh,
N.C. where the boys have
entered school. William will
be in Murray the lass two
weekends in October visiting
his cousins, Marjorie
McElrath Major and her
husband, Bill, who once
visited them in Bandung,
Indonesia.
In the intervening week,
William will conduct a World
Missions Conference in Paris,
Tenn.
Let's Stay Well Dr. F.J.L. BLAS1NGAME
Blood Dialysis Relieves
Some Cases Of Schizophrenia
Q: Mr. P. G. writes that
he recalls my mentioning
several months ago en-
couraging results in the
treatment of severe schi-
zophrenics with kidney di-
alysis machines. He wants
to know if more such re-
search is being done and if
the effects look favorable.
A: Blood dialysis is con-
tinuing to be used, on a
trial basis, in the manage-
ment of severe schizo-
phrenics.
The results continue to
be favorable. This illness is
chronic in nature, and the
cases have to be followed
over relatively .long peri-




M.D., chief of renal medi-
cine at the -University of
Florida at Gainesville, re-
ported favorable effects on
schizophrenics treated by
regular blood dialysis once
or twice a week over the
last six years. He says that
16 of the cases have im-
proved to normal living.
LORI DIANE ELDRIDGE,
daughter of Thomas and
Carmaleta Eldridge of
Juneau, Alaska, and the gran-
ddaughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Homer Charlton and Mrs.
Maureen George ti,nd the
late Carl Eldridge, 1!11 of
Murray, has been nominated
and accepted for the 1977-
78 "Who's Who Among
American High School
Students." She received the
award for her academic
achievements. She attended
Churchland High School in
Portsmouth, Va., from 197s
to 1978, and will attend
Juneau-Douglas High School
in Juneau, Alaska, her senior
year. In her first three years
of high school, she has been
on the honor roll, named to
the National Honor society,
and the Sociedad Honoraria
Hispanica. She served on the
annual staff played basket-
ball in her sophomore year,
marched on the drill team,
and participated in the
chorus concerts and musical
productions. She is a mem-
ber of the United Methodist
Church and active in the
United Methodist Youth
Fellowship. Lori plans to fur-
ther her education after high
school in the field of
medical-technology.
According to Dr. Cade,
the abnormal behavior of
schizophrenics is brought
about by an excess of beta
endorphine which is kept
nearer normal by the blood
dialysis.
These results point to a
chemical or organic basis
for the abnormal behavior
An schizophrenics. Hopeful-
ly, the findings will stimu-
late intensification of re-
search on this common,
chronic, mental crippler of
millions .of persons.
Differences Between Ro-
quefort and Blue Cheese
Q: Mrs. D. C. asks
whether Roquefort and
blue cheese are the same.
A: Roquefort cheese, by
- French law, has to be pre-
pared in part or totally
from the milk vf sheep.
This cheese gets its name
from its being ripened in
the caves of Roquefort in
southern France. Similar
cheese is made elsewhere
in France and is called
blue bleu) cheese.
Elsewhere in the world,
including the United
States, similar blue
cheeses are often made
from cow's milk.
Such cheeses are heavily
salted, and they contain




bread and allowed to age,
is ground into a powder
and sprinkled over the
fresh cheese. As aging
takes place, the mold, with
its blue color, affects the
flavor and appearance of
the cheese.
The proteins and fats
differ whether the cheese
is made.from sheep's or
cow's milk. Because of the
nigh salting, persons with
heart disease who are on a
low sodium diet should be
careful about the quantity
of such cheeses that is
eaten.
Roquefort cheese may
be more expensive than




The—Blue Grass CB Club
held an ice cream supper at
the club house on Friday,
Aug. 25.
Members attending were
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Turner
and James Lynn, Mr. and
Mrs. Hawley Bucy and
Mike, Mr. and Mrs. Pat
Zinkovich, Mr. and Mrs.
Jimmy Herndon, Dwayne
Smith and Dee Dee, Mr. and
Mrs. J. I. Patton, Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Smith, Billy green,
Mr. and Mrs. Gene
Roberts, Mr. and Mrs.
Jackie Hale and Ginty,
Weldon Thomas, Mr. and
Mrs. Roy Henry, and Mr.
and Mrs. Preston Oliver.
Guests attending were
Cletus Fair, loe Mac Gib-
bons, John Stafford, Mr. and
Mrs. Mac Smotherman and
Jennifer, Iva Paschall, John




Will Reopen Thurs,, Sept 7th
"Western Kentucky's First and Only
Authenfk-Italiari Restaurant"
U.S. 45 Hickory, Ky.
247-3675
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Edward Hendon, son of 'Mr. and Mrs. Freddy
Hendon models the Grease jeans and jackets
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Claims For Aid Now Being Taken By The State
FRANKFORT, Ky. - On
Sept. 5, local Department for
Human Resources public
assistance offices will begin
accepting applications for aid
under the new Crisis Oriented
Program for Emergencies
(COPE). COPE will offer
financial aid to individuals or
childless couples who are
experiencing a severe crisis




describes the COPE program
FOR 35 YEARS Of SERVICE - Catherine Purdom (Center, holding flowers) was given
a surprise party Friday morning in recognition of the 35th anniversary of the day she
was hired at Murray State University, Sept. 1, 1943. Miss Purdom, the imprest cash-ac-
counts clerk, was originally hired to work in the registrar's office and joined the
business office staff in 1953. She is shown with several of her friends and colleagues
who planned the occasion. Others (from lejstiare Betty Poole, Doris Houston, Kenneth
Adams, Rowena Emerson (cutting cake) pt Robbie Marine, Sara Alexander, Naomi






Baby Boy Steel (Sondra),
207 Gale, Paris, Tenn., Baby
Girl Thomas (Norma), Bx. 46
Hales Tr. Ct., Murray, Baby
Girl Redden (Phyllis), Rt. 1,
Mayfield, Baby Girl Cothran
(Patty), Rt. 3, Benton, Baby
Girl Puckett (Glenda), Rt. 1,
Hardin.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Glenda M. Sealy, Lot 7
McClains Tr. Park, Paris,
Tenn., Haley L. Hook, 817 N.
19th, Murray, Ronald R.
Thorn, Rt. 8, Murray, Nancy
J. Noffsinger, 1109 Olive,
Murray, Mrs. Margaret B.
Oiborne, Rt. 2, Hazel, Mrs.
Charlotte Nicholas, Rt. 1,
Benton, Sandra J. Garland,
Rt. 1 Box 145, Kirksey, Mrs.
Myrtle Thornton, 902 Story,
Murray, Mrs. Linda N. Acuff,
Rt. 2 Box 201, Murray, Mrs.
Kimberly A. Adams and Baby
Boy, Rt. 5, Paris, Tenn., Mrs.
Debbie S. King and Baby Boy,
Rt. 9, Benton, Prue W. Kelly,
Rt. 6, Murray, George Burnett
Jr., 111 Franklin Hall, MSU,
L. Ray Barrow, Rt. 5, Murray,
J. T. Adams, Rt. 1, Hazel,
Mrs. Janet C. West, R. 7,
Murray, Mrs. Ina F. Gierhart,
Rt. 3, Paris, Tenn., James G.
Call, Rt. 2, Paris, Tenn., Mrs.
Ruby S. Davenport, 108
Fairview, Paris, Tenn., Mrs.
Brenda F. Keel, Rt. 3 Box 256-
A9, Murray, Mrs. Wilma D.
Stephenson, 919 N. 18th,
Murray, Mrs. Brenda K.
Long, Rt. 1, Clinton, Mrs.
- Marjorie M. Veazy, Rt. 1,
Cottage Grove, Tenn., Mrs.
Bonnie C. Clark, Rt. 9, Benton,
Mrs. Edith Jones, Rt. 1,
Dexter, Thomas F. Noonan,
206 So. 16th, Murray, William
H. Ray, 816 N. 19th, Murray,
Gilford Simmons, Fern
Terrace Ldg., Murray,
Herman Lovins, 415 So. 16th.,
Murray, Mrs. Ruby M.
Futrell, Rt. 6, Murray,







Robert W. Bramlett, Box 8,
Hazel, Mrs. Sherry L. Mathis
and Baby Boy, Rt. 1, Sedalia,
Mrs. Linda C. Teague, 1042
Vance, Paris, Tenn., Mrs.
Verna D. Hollinsworth and
Baby Boy, Rt. 5, Murray, Mrs.
Pamela M. Smith and Baby
Boy, 2-3 Golf Club Ln.,
Mayfield, Stanley I. Outland,
1208 Peggy Ann Dr., Murray,
Glenn Jones, 1199 E. Mallory,
Memphis, Tenn., Jennifer E.
Young, 1106 Main, Murray,
Max T. Canady, No. 3 Riviera
Ct., Murray, J. C. Lamb, Rt. 7,
Murray, Mrs. Delores S.
Jones, 1512 Chaucer, Murray,
Mrs. Karen J. Coleman, Rt. 2
Box 253, Murray, Clint E.
Rollins, 1114 Poplar, Murray,
Mrs. Katherine R. Evans, Rt.
2, Springfield, Tn., Francis
Deering, 27060 Hales, Madison
Hgts., Mich., Larry G.
Parrish, Rt. 8, Murray, Mrs.
Carol A. Yates, 1512 Henry,
Murray, Mrs. Freda K.
Wilson, Box 66, Puryear,
Tenn., Mrs. Carol S. McCarty,
216 N. 13th, Murray, Will S.
Rogers, 907 Meadow Ln.,
Murray, Robert W. Joyce, Rt.
4, Cadiz, Mrs. Geneva B. Lee,
Rt. 2, Murray, Mrs. Mildred
K. Canady, Rt. 5, Box 294,
Murray, Mrs. Brenda K.
Parker, Rt. 1 Box 86, Almo,
Mrs. Cora Jackson, Box 83,
Puryear, Tenn., Glyco E.
FREE INVITATION!
Weigbt Weitcbers'
cordially invites you to
at Open House.
Stop ift mut get-ncipiaiiited with the proototi
that has helped so num.r people - -
t_ose weight mid keep it ojin
WEIGHT WATCHER








Wells, Rt. 2, Murray, Jessie
Garland, Rt. 2 Box 198,
Murray, Mrs. Melba I. 'Lan-
ders, New Concord, Willie B.
Collins, 226 N. bd., Murray,
Octa Curd, 804 Hurt, Murray,
William Stockdale, Rt. 1,
Puryear, Tenn., Willis S.







(Mary), Rt. 3, Mayfield.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Carolyn A. Snyder and
Baby Boy, Rt. 3-Box 371-B,
Cadiz, Bryan K. Tebbetts, Rt.
2-Box 27, Murray, Mrs. Ur-
bena M. Koenen, 1624 Sunset
Dr., Murray, Mrs. Marie P.
Cavitt, 100 Spruce, Murray,
Billy G. Bretton, Rt. 2,
Puryear, Tenn., Carl Ray,
Fern Terrace 14g., Murray,
Mrs. Vivian B. Fairris, P.O.
Box 32, Hazel, Mrs. L. Irene





Baby Girl Hill (mother
Andrea), C4 Fox Meadows,
Murray, Baby Boy Van Ness
(mother Patricia), 141 Riviera
Cts., Murray, Baby Boy
Palmer (mother Paula), Rt. 1,
Almo, Baby Boy Moore
(mother Kenietha ), 609
Dunlap, Paris, Term., Baby
Girl Johnson (mother Lela),
601 Irvine, Paris, Tenn., Baby
Boy Tharp (mother Karin),
Rt. 7, Mayfield.
DISMISSALS
Miss Tammy Melendez, 507
Tar Sprins Dr., Greenville,
Mrs. Sandra Steele and Baby
Boy, 207 Gale, Paris, Tenn.,
Mrs. Beverly D. Carson and
Baby Girl, Rt. 2 Box 143,
Murray, Mrs. Jean A. Lawson
and Baby Boy, Rt. 1, Mayfield,
Mrs. Wanda S. Kimbro, Rt. 4,
gurray, Miss Neva F.
Hopkins, Rt. 8 Box 58A,
Murray, Mrs. Patty L. Ken-
nedy, Rt. 1, Puryear, Tenn.,
Joshua L. Stockwell, A-23 Fox
Meirdoiis, Murray, Mrs.
Marie E. Weaver, Rt. 5,
Murray, Mrs. Neva McKin-
ney, 1802 Monroe, Murray,
Kathie L. Foster, 514 Wynn,
Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Mary M.
Taylor, Rt. 2, Wingo, John C.
McElrath, 711 Main, Murray,
Mrs. Dortha D. Chilress, Rt. 1,
Hardin.
Some people have belie,/
that the song of birds ripens
fruit.








as "a means to help in-
dividuals bridge a crisis
situation, returning them to




Social Insurance, the program
will provide benefit payments
to eligible recipients for one
30-day period during 12
months' time. Direct
payments to providers of
services and, in some in-
stances, cash vouchers will be
issued to cover living
necessities such as food,
clothing, shelter, utilities,




be required to register for
work unless they are elderly,
incapacitated or students
officially enrolled in an ac-
credited school or recognized
training program. Any in-
dividual claimed as a tax
dependent by another party
will be ineligible for benefits.
To be eligible for assistance
under the COPE program, an
individual's income cannot
exceed $265 a month; a
couple's income cannot ex^.
ceed 6350. A single person's
liquid assets will be limited to
$500 and a couple's to $750.
Persons who become
eligible for retroactive
payments from other benefit
programs will be required to
repay COPE funds allocated
in emergency situations.
The Department for Human
Resources will coordinate
COPE with other assistance
programs administered by
local governments or private
agencies to eliminate possible
duplication in benefits, Conn
noted.
The General Assembly's
biennium allocation of $1.5
million is expected to serve
about 3,800 Kentuckians
presently ineligible for










Swing into Fall fashion in the perfect
dress morning 'til evening, city or
country uniquely tailored for you.
You'll find all of the styles and new
colors you've been hearing about in




It's sidney. . . handsomest heel in town. . a
platform that supports just one winning candidate..








around the corner, Bright's
presents it's collection
of beautiful wool coats! Make
your selection from pantcoat and
dress length coats in junior and missy
sizes. A large selection of colors to
choose from. Priced at 55.110 to 148.00
-tom) September 8-16
Awe
support pantyhose $1.00 off
suggesfedreto0 $5 95 Now $4 95
support stockings 704 off
suggested reta,i $3 95 Now $3.25
SRIC)





Murray Women of the
Moose will meet at eight
p.m. at the lodge hall on
North 16th Street,
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi sorority will
meet at the Ellis Community
Center at 7:30 p.m.
The Hardin-South Marshall
Senior Citizens will have a
potluck supper at six p.m. at
the Hardin City Hall.
Thursday, Septembeer 7
Southwest Calloway
Elementary School FTC will
have a potluck supper
meeting at seven p.m. at the
school. Members are to
bring large servings of
meat, vegetables, salads, or
desserts. Gym will be open
for children to play during
meeting.
North Calloway
Elementary School FTC will
have a potluck supper at
6:30 p.m. at the school with
rolls and drinks furnished by
the FTC. Others are to
bring two dishesor more.




Homemakers Club will meet
at the home of Mrs. Ivan
Outland at 1:30 p.m.
Golden Age Club has
scheduled its monthly
potluck luncheon at noon at
the social hall of the First
United Methodist Church.
Family Life Enrichment
Conference will open at the
First Baptist Church with a
family night banquet in the
fellowship hall at six p.m.
Cdst will be 81.50 for adults
and 75 cents for children
with reservations by Sept. 6.
Murray Lions Club Candy
Day will be held at business
locations throughout the day.
Friday. September 8
Shopping for Senior
Citizens who live in or near
the city limits will be held.
Call 743-0929 by nine a.m.
for morning shopping to
north side shopping center:
and town, and by 11:30 a.m.
for afternoon shopping to




Chapter of the Daughters of
the American Revolution
will meet at .the home of
Mrs. John Livesay, New
Concord, at 1:30 p.m.
Murray &tate University
Women's Society will have a
welcoming coffee at ten a.m.
in the home economics
lounge of the applied Science
Building for all women
faculty andl staff and wives
of faculty and staff arriving
on the campus this year.
Family Life Enrichment
Conference will continue at
First Baptist Church with
men's breakfast . at eight
a.m., women's coffee at 9:30
a.m., deacons and wives
supper at six p.m., and
Sunday School teachers and
all parents at 7:30 p.m.
Murray Lions Club Candy
Day will be held at business
locations throughout the day.
ROTC Open house and
exhibition will be held from
nine a.m. to two p.m. in the
parking lot of Stewart
Stadium, Murray State
University. This is free and
open to the public.
Land Between the Lakes
activities will include Blue-
Gray Affair starting at Fort
Henry Trails parking lot at
10:30 a.m.. and film and
auto tour on Canada goose
at two p.m. and drive and
discussion for elusive
wildlife at eight p.m., both




(Ron and Charlotte Hager







Murray State and Evan-
sville football game will be
at 7:30 p.m. at ttoy Stewart
Stadium.
Stiaday, September 10
Land Between the Lakes
activities will include ar-
cheey tournament at Field
Archery Range at nine a.m.,
and horsemanship .demon-
stration at Empire Farm




The Captain Wendell Oury
Chapter of the Daughters of
the American Revolution
will have its opening fall tea
at the home of Mrs. John
Livesay, New Concord, on
Saturday, Sept. 9, at 1:30
p.m.-
National and state officers
will be present for this
special meeting, according
to Mrs. Livesay. regent, who
urges all members and
interested persons to attend.
Lineups For Monday.
Tennis Group Listed
Pairings for the advanced
tennis group of the women
of the Murray Country Club
for play on Monday, Sept.
11, at nine a.m. have been
released as follows:
Court No. One—Kay Ray,
Lynn Stout, Carolyn Brad-
shaw, and Agnes Payne.
Court No. Two—Kathy
Burchfield, Janne Hughes,
Penny Cappock, and Lochie
Landolt.
For a substitute players




• NEW YORK (AP) — A re-
cent • survey shows that most
new nurses have little difficulty
finding jobs and their employ-
ment remains higher than for
the country's work force as a
whole Statistics indicate con-
tinuing job opportunities for
newly licensed nurses in most
states, according to the survey
conducted by the National
League for Nursing.
..._...,.,......,,.




people in your life hallmark












to honor some very important
helps you tell them
















ye Hallmark Cowls Inc
IVaughn-Wilkinson Vows
Read In Home Ceremony
Miss Beth E. Vaughn,
daughter of Mr. ,and Mrs
James R. Vaughn, became
the bride of Nickie Lane
Wilkinson, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Harold L. Wilkinson, in
a summer afternoon wed-
ding.
The Rev. Mike Gatton
performed the double ring
ceremony on the lawn of the
bride's parents' home at
1616 Main Street, Murray.
A program of nuptial
music was presented by
Miss Jeanne Francis,






The bride, escorted by her
father and given in
marriage by her parents,
was lovely in her wedding
dress designed by herself
and made by her mother. It
was a white off the shoulder
quiana floor length gown
with which she wore pearl
earrings, a gift of the
groom. She carried a
bouquet of red roses and
white baby's breath.
Miss Lori Vaughn was the
maid of honor for her sister.
Her dress was of the same
design as the bride's and
made of rose red quiana.
She carried a long " stem
white rose.
Rickie Brannon was best
man for Mr. Wilkinson.
Ushers were Steve Win-
chester and Sammy Adams.
The groom wore a white
formal suit with a red rose
boutonniere.
The mother of the bride
chose to wear an off white
floor length gown of white
knit with a white lace floor
length coat. The groom's
mother wore a floor length
gown of light green voile
trimmed in off white lace.
Both wore corsages of red
roses
The bride's grandmother,
Mrs. Ruth Wade, and the
groom's grandmothers, Mrs.
Lora Wilkinson and Mrs.
Pearl Miller, wore corsages
of white roses.






FOR FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER II, MS
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign
ARIES ysx:
, Mar. 21 to Apr 20)
You may have moments of
depression. Don't try to Cover
them up vrith an "act." Banish
them completely by getting
out and doing things which
stimulate your mind.
TAURUS
Apr. 21 to May 21)
Favorable stellar influences
now promise increasing gains.
But some minor situations
may have to be ironed out
before you can go ahead with
long-range plans.
, GEMINI
(May 72 to June 211n09"
• Don't let a prevalent spirit
restlemess and nervous
• energy lead you into erratic
behavior. You could land in
"hot water."
CANCER
( June 22 to July 23) elo
Ruinors now circulating
could undermine your con-
fidence, if you let them. Use
that optimism and good
judgment of yours and ignore
them.
LEO
t July 24 to Aug. 23) tat'g
Morning hours may he
somewhat on the dull side, but
momentum picks up after
noon, should lead to Med
prospects — both busting,-
wise and socially.
VIRGO
Aug 24 to Sept. n) RP t
Watch emotions carefully
Don't let sudden enthusiasms
carry you to a point where
they actually become ob-
sessions
I. I BRA
Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) An.
A fine day for arbetic,
family and social interests. In
all thaws, capitalize on your
general know-how and finesse
to the hilt
St 'ORM
(xi 24 to Nov 22)7 L,
Tendencies tto avoid: in-
decisiveness and an in-





(Nov 23 to Dec. 21)
Some complexities In-
dicated in work areas, but you
can better straighten them out
by working behind the scenes
than otherwise A hunch could
work out here.
CAPRICORN
Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)V V4
The methods and tactics you
usually employ may be
Ineffective now, but you can
devise some clever variants —
perhaps even more result-
getting in the long run
AQUARIUS -
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Branch out to some extent.
Realize your limitations,
however, so you won't
overreach your mark. Some
complexities, otherwise.
PISCES
PFeb. 20 to Mar. 201"
New opportunities for ad-
vancement indicated. Strike
while the iron is hot. Don't let
your occasional tendency to
underestimate your abIlities
stand in your way.
YOU BORN TODAY have a
strong leaning toward the
intellectual; could succeed
brilliantly in the field of
literature or, if you can curb
tendencies toward
overexactitude with those
under your supervision, make
an Outstanding teacher You
have a strong drive and
productiveness is a "mud" in
your life code. You simply
cannot be happy unless active
Eztremelt versatile, there
are many fields from which
you could choose a highly
_satisfying career If you
should take up law, you
probably would wind up in
politics or stateemenship In
the theater, you could shine as
actor or producer or — even
more brilliantly — as a drama
critic. Mule Is another fine





Ariosto, Ital. poet; King
Richard I ( the "Lionhear-
ted"), of England; Peter
Sellers, film star.
• Cv4t..2L Skapp;Atei Coutv- mumayt, Kill • - 8aActotrituni Rea, • miXby'Poott Pur
-F-ang sohci
Never a charge for lay ways at Behr's!
Shop and compare our low prices!




of our sheer printed
and flowered dresses
Reg. up to 4399
Full length genuine














Regular 5999 •Regular 32°0
4400_ 1599
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Mr. and Mrs. ickie Lane U ilkinson
Reception
Following the ceremony a
reception was held in the
home of the bride's parents.
The table was overlaid
with a white lace cloth and
centered with an
arrangement of red silk
roses flanked by burning red
candles. The three tiered
wedding cake was accented
with red roses and white
doves and was made for the
bridal couple by a friend,
Mrs. Phil Liddle.
Those serving at the
reception were Miss Jenny
Pool, Mrs. Jeff Smith, and
Mrs. Rickie Glover.
The couple left later for a
wedding trip to the Great
Smoky Mountains National
Park. They, are now
residing in Murray.
Rehearsal Dinner
Mr. and Mrs. Harold L.
Wilkinson, parents of the
groom, entertained with a
rehearsal dinner at the
Colonial House Smorgasbord.
At this time the bridal




Salad Bowl Bread Sticks
Italian Cheese Cake
TOMATO CHICKEN






2 to 3 tablespoons olive
oil
1 medium onion, cut in
thin stripe
15-ounce can tomato sauce
1 clove garlic, minced
Bogard Home Scene Willing Workers
Nancy Bogard opened her
home for the August
meeting of the Willing
Workers Sunday School
Class of the Sinking Spring
Baptist Church.
The devotion on "Com-
paring Our Lives To The
.Potter's Clay" was
presented by Linda Cooper.
Patsy'Neale led the opening
prayer.
Plans were made to
contact the inactive mem-
"2 teaspoon oregano
teaspoon sugar
Sprinkle the chicken with a
mixture of the salt, pepper, and
paprika. In a large skillet in
the hot oil, brown the chicken;'
remove. In the drippings in the
skillet gently cook the onion un-
til golden; stir in the tomato
sauce, garlic, oregano and sug-
ar. Return chicken to skillet.
Simmer, covered and turning
as necessary, until tender —
about 45 minutes. Skim off ex-
cess fat if you like. Makes 4 or
5 servings.
hers and also prospects f
the class. New officers wer
elected.
Refreshments were serv




Carroll, Linda Cooper, Pats
Neale, June McAlister
Linda Roach, Kathry







Ahley's airtight cast-iron doors and exclu-sive patented downdraft system extend
fire-holding capability to 12 hours and more
while automatically maintaining the heat level
you select! Amazingly economical, too, with
users reporting fuel savings of 50 to 75 percent!
Enjoy modern convenience







Drive a little, see the lake and save a lot! We





35 Min. From Murray









































































































































































LOUISVILI,E, Ky. (AP) Whenever
she was served tea in Red China, Math
Tate noticed that the cup was always
covered with a lid. She assumed this
was done to keep the beverage warm.
"Boy, was I wrong. The lid is
protection against the dust. It blows
down from Mongolia, covers
everything, and causes respiratory
problems, particulary among
forelipers."
The observation was one of many that
Mrs. Tate jotted down during a 16-day
trip through the country where her
grandfather had served as a Methodist
Church bishop from 1921 to 1927.
"After reading about how far. the
Chinese have come in recent years, I
was expecting everything to be top-
notch. It wasn't," she said.
There are few comforts. "The hotels
have bathrooms but they're sub-
standard. Air conditioning is unknown
as is ice. Our water had to be boiled and
kept in thermos jugs."
The members of Mrs. Tate's tour
group solved that problem by switching
to something else when they were on
the road. "We drank beer. It was hot
but had a marvelous flavor," said Mrs.
Tate, whose husband is president of
Falls City Brewing Co. in Louisville.
Her day began at 5 a.m. and didn't
end until 11 p.m., and she often found
herself sampling food "unlike any you
get at home. Prices were reasonable in
the restaurants and in the stores."
But, she said, the duty on items taken
out of China is still high, about 70
percent.
"I bought a few pieces of embroidery
and some chops. Not pork chops," she
added and then explained. "A chop is
sorts like an official seal. In the old
days, each family had its own symbol
and instead of signing a letter or a bill
of sale, they stamped their chop on it."
What impressed her most about
China? The people.
"They are so anxious to please.
They'll break their necks for you
because they seem to love Americans.
We're great objects of curiosity. As you
Business Mirror
approach, they begin to clap and
smile."
Mrs. Tate also discovered that the
Chinese are "scrupulously honest.
There is no problem with drugs, no
prostitution, no pornographic material
for sale, and no crime. You can stroll
along the streets at midnight and not
have to worry about being mugged."
The toughest barrier she encountered
was language. "English isn't spoken
too freely. Go anywhere else in the
world and you can always make out one
way or another. Not in China. If you
don't have a guide, you're stuck."
She got the impression that although
people follow the teachings of Mao,
"they care more about their country
thee their breed of politics. They're
basically nationalistic."
Born in Vienna, where her father was
head of the American Relief
Administration, Mrs. Tate has traveled
to many parts of the globe.
She said, however, the visit to China
was "a visual and emotional ex-
perience not easily forgotten. They've
done so much with so little.








NEW YORK (AP) — Speculators
have been plectra some heavy bets
lately on the future of the legal gam-
bling business in this country.
Their hopes that the gambling in-
dustry can win approval to spread out
from Nevada and Atlantic City, N.J.,
and accelerate its already strong
growth rate have inspired a much-
publicized bull market for stocks with
links to the business.
Wall Street investors, of course, are
always busy trying to catch a ride on
the wave of the future. This has led to a
steady succession of stock-market fads
— bowling, mobile homes, CB radios
and many more — most of which
eventually collapsed.
But the fact remains that a lot of
money has been made, at least on
paper, in the gambling stocks.
According to figures by Barron's
magazine, the aggregate market value
of 12 gambling-related stocks increased
by $2.26 billion in the first eight months
of the year.
Caesars World shares gained more
than 600 percent in price; Resorts
International and Golden Nugget each
rose better than fivefold; Playboy
Enterprises and Bally Manufacturing
tripled; and Ramada Inns, Del E. Webb
Enteilprises and Harrah's more than
doubled.
Most of these stocks have been
heavily traded, contributing to a record
pace of activity for the year to date on
the New York Stock Exchange. Such a
booming market would appear to be a
stockbroker's dream, since it helps
. •
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generate extra commission dollars,
which are still a basic source of
revenues for the securities industry.
But many Wall Streeters profess
wariness or downright concern over the
periodic outbreaks of' gambling fever"
that have hit the market. And in the
past few days leading exchanges and
brokers have limited or barred
altogether any txiying of the stocks on
credit.
"With recent prices five or 10 dines
this year's low quotations, anyone who
calls these things 'investments'
probably thinks a lottery ticket Is as
sure a thing as a certificate of deposit,"
said William LeFevre, an analyst at
Granger & Co., in a market com-
mentary.
The gambling stocks also have
acquired a reputation fer depressing
the rest of the market whenever they
hove one of their runues. Because they
are speculative, brokers say, they
scare some conservative money
managers away from the rnarkeL
And even though the market is
usually thought of as an amoral
mechanism that concentrates on
dollars and cents and leaves value
judgments to others, many brokers
evidently feel more comfortable put-
ting their customers into steel or
computers than into gambling.
In fact moral, social and aesthetic
questions, not just sheer economics, are
closely involved in the industry's long-
range prospects, just as they are in
debates over whether gambling should
come to Miami Beach, New York City
or other passible sites.
John Cunnif I is on vacation
WRITE A LETTER
Letters to theaditor are welcomed
and encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must be
included for verification. The phone
number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and
double-spaced whenever possible
and should be on topics of general
interest.
Editors reserve the right- —
condense or reject any letter and
limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to:
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 32, Murray, Ky. 42071.
Copley News Service
Garrott's Galley
Dear old Golden Rule days!
ll NI. C. Garrott
These Attitudes And Values
Of 90 Years Need Preserving
Mrs. Hortense (Hortie) Ellis can look
back over almost a century of life in
Calloway County and the nearby area.
Now 90 years of age, she lives, as she
has for more than 40 years, with her
daughter, Mrs. Stark (Leila) Erwin, at
Mrs. Erwin's home at 1009 Story
Avenue.
The other day I spent an hour with
this beloved matriarch of the Ellis clan
as she looked back across years
spanning five wars, the arrival of the
airplane, the automobile, radio,
television, medical miracles and space
travel. -
She is one of eight children — six girls
and two boys — born to Frank and Ella
Clark Paschall on a farm near Puryear,
Tenn. With her brothers and sisters, she
shared the dawn-to-dusk labors of their
19th century farm, taught school,
became a farm wife herself, raised four
children, taught Sunday School for 42
years and became one of the most
respected ladies in the county before
she moved to Murray with the Erwins
from the South Pleasant Grove com-
munity 23 years ago.
Mrs. Erwin is her only daughter. Her
three sons are former Murray Mayor
Holmes Ellis; Frank Ellis, former
director of the Food for Peace program
in Washington and now an agricultural
consultant in Arlington, Va.; and
Herman K. Ellis, who is in the popcorn
processing business west of town.
+++
Only she, a brother and a sister are
left of the eight children in her family,
and their combined ages total 276
years. Strung out, that would reach
back 30 years before George
Washington was born! The brother,
Hafford Paschall, now 92 and the father
of 12 children, 10 of whom are living,
lives at Puryear.
The sister, Mrs. Betty Taylor, is 94
arid lives in Camden, Tenn.
Both were in Murray July 16 to help
their younger sister celebrate her 90th
birthday. Seventy-five invited guests,
most of them "huggin' and kissin"
Paschalls, came from as far as Con-
necticut, Texas and Atlanta. Ten states
were represented at the big, happy.
potluck dinner. "You've never seen so
much food in, yottr life," she chuckled.
As one grandchild observed, _later,
"Everybody there must have hugged
and kissed each other 20 times!"
+ + +
One of Mrs. Ellis' most vivid
memories of her early years is the
typhoid fever epidemic of 1902, during
which a sister, Beulah, and brother,
Holmes, died. Two others in the family
"came down with It," but survived.
a "Old Dr. Paschall, bless his heart,
came to the house and sat up all night
for 18 straight nights with Beulah and
Holmes," she said. "Can you imagine a
doctor coming to your house today! The
day after Beulah was buried, Dr
Paschall also came down with typhoid,
but he recovered.
Funny World
A visitor to So. California was driving
down the San Diego Freeway and
passed the base of the Goodyear blimp.
He noticed that it took several docking
lines to keep the blimp in place. His host
explained, "Actually, it's the other way
around. If it wasn't for the blimp, all of
Los Angeles would sink."
Bible Thought
In the multitude of my thoughts
within me they comforts delight my
sent. — !Psalm 94:19.
Amid the changing scenes, the fears
from afar, and dread of the unknown,
we have the assurance and comfort of
God, His patience, and His loving
kindness.
5.
"Beulah and Holmes were going to
school in Bowling Green, and she
almost had finished business college.
They were at hoine between semesters
when they got sick," she said.
Some 16 years later, another sister,
who became Mrs. R. E. Odle and who
lived in Camden, fell victim to another
vicious epidemic — the flu epidemic of
1918. Her other sisters were Mrs. Grace
Hicks of Bruceton, Tenn., and Mrs. Eva
Nance of Paris, Tenn.
+ + +
Mrs. Ellis and all sof her sisters at-
tended the old Huntingdon (Tenn.)
Normal School and taught in one-room
schools across west Tennessee.
She laughs when she recalls the
weekends when they would all come
home, each with their most prized
possession — a clock.
"Clocks were hard to come by in
those days," she said. "You couldn't
teach school without one. You had to
have a clock to take up and dismiss
school and to go from one lesson to the
next. We would carry our clocks
everywhere we went.
"When we all would be at home at the
same time and all those clocks started
going off at different times, it almost
would run Mother up the wall. She'd
spend half her time putting them *under
mattresses, in closets and anywhere
she rould so she wouldn't hear them."
+++
In 1937, her husband, Leslie, who had
become one of the most respected
farmers, church and community
leaders in their part of the county, died
unexpectedly of a stroke. He had just
been honored as one of Kentucky's
three Master Farmers of that year.
They had been married for 27 years,
having been married in October of 1910
in her parents' home. He also was farm-
reared, growing up on one between
Murray and Hazel, and their marriage
climaxed a seven-year courtship.
He also had taught school — at
Gwiter's Flat — and had their home
when they married. It is still there
ar Baker's Crossroad and on the
farm she still owns. For the past 23
years, the house has been occupied by
Mr. and Mrs. Pete Rhodes.
Leila and Stark had been married
only five months when Mr. Ellis died, so
they moved into the family home and
Stark began to farm the homeplace,
later buying the surrounding 400 acres.
It waWhe center of his extensive far-
ming operations until his death a little
more than a year ago.
In the years that followed her
husband's death, Mrs. Ellis saw her
three sons go off to war in World War II
and serve overseas at the same time.
Holmes became a lieutenant colonel,
Frank a first lieutenant, and Herman a
staff sergeant, all in the Army.
Although raised a Presbyterian, Mrs.
E1li:4' joined and became active in the
South Pleasant Grove Methodist
Church. There she taught the 'Audie
James Sunday School Class, a class of
adult ladies, until she was 75 years old.
When Stark and Leila's two
daughters — now Mrs. Frankie McNutt
of Union City, Tenn., and Mrs. Mary
Leslie Malhame of Demarest, N. J. —
reached high school age, the family and
Mrs. Ellis moved to Murray in 1%5.
"They think more of their grandmother
than they do of me," Leila laughed,
explaining how the girls had long
written or called Mrs. Ellis regularly.
+ + 4-
Her family has always been the
center of Mrs. Ellis' life. "It has been a
happy family," she said, "and we all
love home and one another. I couldn't
have asked for more." And paying a
typical tribute to her late son-in-law,
she said, "And I loved Stark just like
my own son. He always was so good to
me."
.Our nation has become great and
prosperous because of individuals and
generations such as Mrs. Ellis, and our
prayer today should be one of petition
that her attitudes and values be
stressed, lived and preserved.
Jimmy's White House By FRANK CORMIERAssociated Press Writer
Hugh Remains On Post
WASHINGTON (AP) — President
Carter was not alone in seeking late
August solitude far from the executive
pressure cooker.
While the boss was vacationing in the
West, a majority of senior Carter aides
got away from Washingtoft for long
weekends or, in some cases, a week or,
more.
One who remained at his post was
Hugh Carter Jr., the presidential cousin
and chief economizer.
"I had some things I wanted to do,"
said Hugh Carter, who told a reporter
he planned to take a respite later in the
Year.
When another presidential aide heard
that Cousin Hugh, also known as
"Cousin Cheap," had been here without
a break, he snorted, "No wonder I
couldn't find my paper clips when I Rot
back."
Hugh Carter's penny-pinching ways




assistant for. national security affairs,
took off for a long weekend with his
family despite his role in preparing for
this week's Mideast summit at Camp
David, Md.
Brzezinski and entourage went
flatiiT, in North Carolina. "Zbig"
planned to take a full four days off, but
had to return a day early to preside at a
toplevel meeting considering a con-
troversial export license for oil drilling
technology to the Soviet Union.
+++
Although Carter now faces a series of
important votingtests in Congress, his
chief lobbyist, Frank Moore, felt able to
take most of his family to Sarasota,
Fla., for a week.
Daughter Courtney had other plans.
She joined Amy Carter as guest and
playmate during the first family's'
Wyoming holiday.
Even the new White House • image-
burnisher, Gerald Rafshoon, took
almost a full week off. He spent some
time on New York's Long Island, but
not as much as he intended. When
Carter cut short his vacation. Rafshoon
did likewise.
4+4
The White House staff award for
getting farthest away from it all in
August goes to Jack H. Watson Jr.,
Cabinet secretary and assistant for
intergovernmental affairs. He spent
two weeks in England and France.
An assistant to assistant Watson
suggested, apparently in jest, that a
reporter not mention the roreign travel
lest Carter accuse Watson of core
tnbuting to the decline of the dollar.
Looking Back
10 Years Ago
The Murray High School Tigers won
their opening football game 38 to 0 over
the Rockets of Crittenden County.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Mary
Roberts, age 68, and Mrs. Lula Loviaa
Miller, age 94.
The Rev. Dan Moore of Gary, Ind,
will be the evangelist at the revival
services at the Kirksey Baptist Church
starting- Sept. 9, according to the
pastor, the Rev. David Brasher.
Mrs. Humphrey Key presented the
program on "Let's Make Paper
Flowers" at the meeting of the Garden
Department of the Mw-ray Woman's
Club. .
The Calloway County Sportsman's
Club is holding a trap shoot today and
tomorrow at the club range on the
Mayfield Highway.
A family reunion and picnic was held
Aug. 24 at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
John Underhill.
20 Years Ago
Danny Kemp, Lillie Harrison, and
Mike White, 4-H Club members,
Charles Eldridge, Howard Steely,
Jimmy Thompson, Wayne Ezell, Ralph
Oliver, Bobby Meador, and Walter
Steely, Future Farmers of America
members, will enter animals in the
Kentucky State Fair, Louisville.
State Senator George E. Overbey of
Murray has been named to the State
Legislative Research Commission's
Advisory Committee on the judicial
department by Lt. Gov. Harry Lee
Waterfield.
Deaths reported include Lonnie
(Bud) Notes, age 46.
Lester Nanny has been named as a
member of the Murray City Council to
replace Philip D. Mitchell who has
moved from Ward A and is disqualified
to serve as a councilman.
Miss Sue Brown Underwood,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Walker Underwood of Buffalo, N. Y.,
was married to William Donald
Overbey, son of State Senator and Mrs.
George E. Overbey of Murray, at St.
John's Episcopal Church, Buffalo, N.
Y.
30 Years Ago
A concerted effort is being made by
all farm agencies in the county to
impress upon owners and operators of
farms the necessity of sowing a cover
crop on cultivated land.
Deaths reported include W. H. (Cal)
Smith, age 87.
The Murray Training School will
open-Sept. 9 with Murray State College
Dean William G. Nash as speaker,
according to John E. Robinson,
director.
W. Z. Carter, superintendent of
Murray City Schools, said he expects a
ten per cent enrollment gain as schools
open today.
Miss Billie June Robinson, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Luke Robinson of
Austin, Texas, was married to John
David Thompson, son of Mrs. Gels
Thompson and the late David Thomp-
son of Murray, at the University
Church of Christ, Austin, on Aug. 27,
The Mothers Club of Outland School




By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, Sept. 7, the 250th
day of 1978. There are 115 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1940. German bombers
began the World War II raids on London
that came to be known as the "Blitz."
On this date: •
In 1533, England's Queen Elizabeth I
was born. - -
In 1812, the French defeated the
Russians in the battle of Borodino,
southwest of Moscow.
In 1822, Brazil declared independence
from Portugal.
In 1825, the French hero of the
American Revolution, the Marquis de
Lafayette, said his last farewell to
President John Adams at the White
House.
In 1930, work began on Boulder Dam,
now known as Hoover Dam, on the
Colorado River.
In 1953, the government of South
Vietnam had hundreds of students ;
arrested for demonstrations against the :
regime of President Ngo Dinh Diem.
Ten years ago: The USS Kennedyi. the
nation's newest aircraft carrier, joined :
the Atlantic fleet.
Five years ago: Former White House
--Adviser John Ehrlichman pleaded not
guilty in Los Angelo:130o charges of
burglary, conspiracy and perjury in the
1971 break-in at the office of Daniel
Ellsberg's psychiatrist. . •
One year ago: The Panama Canal
treaties were signed by President 4
Carter and Panama's chief of govern- i
ment, Brig. Gen. Omar Torrijos •
Today's birthdays. Movie and stage ;
director Ella Kazan is 69 years old. Jazz '
Saxophonist Sonny Rollins is 48.
Thought for today No man is above
the law and no man is below it —
President Theodore Roosevelt.
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  Main Concern"
THE MURRAY HIGH TIGER COACHES, are, from left: James Pig,g, James Harrell, head
Coach John Hina, Mark Brady and Jerry Shelton. Murray High, 1-0 after defeating
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Finding Tiptonville Is Hardest Part For Fans
The Murray High offensive line, strong against Reidland, could well decide the outcome of Friday's clash with Lake Coady, Tenn.The Falcons boast one of the biggest defensive lines the Tigers will face.
Neese hy Imo Penick
Beat The
Fall Rush












* take Co. High School
Cuba Claims
Volleyball Title
By the Associated Press
MOSCOW — Cuba won
the women's world volleyball
championship for the first
time, beating Japan 15-6, 15-
9, 15-10 in Leningrad. The
Soviet Union 'finished third
by defeating South Korea 3-
Leah Workman pictured with Phil Rogers of Carroll VW.
spent a total of $35.00 for gasoline on o recent round trip to Sarasota
Florida, approximately 1800 miles, averaging 43 miles per gallon. This was oc
complished with 4 people in the car and lots of luggage 1 con honestly say my-
OLC is a great little car
Prices Start At $3499
00 *
• Basic Model Eschzding Dizioler Prep 8 license 8 Taxes




How does a football team
prepare for its upcoming
game against a team tucked
away in some town called
Tiptonville, Tenn., knowing
nothing of the school except
that it finished as runnerup
in the Class A state
championship in 1977?
Don't ask Murray High
Coach John Hina. "We don't
know much of anything
about them," he says. "But
we do know that they are a
larger football team than us.
Basing a judgement on
two players, that could be
the understatement of the
year. Lake County —
Murray High's opponent —
Coach Cliff Sturdivant has
two BIG returnees in Edgar
Currin and Terry Hopper.
Currin is a 6-4 245-pound
senior, while Hopper is a 6-
2, 276-pound senior.
All that size from a high
school that has only 310
students. Gosh, coach, isn't
that unusual?
"No, not really," Stur-
divant says. "For some
, reason, ,we've always had
big kids. Some schools
always have the small,
quick players, but we've




By the Associated Press
LOUISVILLE, Ky. —
Jack Lengyel, former head
football coach at Marshall
University, is now associate
athletic director at the
University of Louisville.
Lengyel, whose ap-
pointment was made last
week, will handle non-
revenue sports and game
management.
A graduate of Akron
University, Lengyel, 43,
served at Marshall from
1971 to 1974 and brings 18
years of experience to his
new post. He was connected
with coaching at the College
of Wooster, Mass., an
assistant at Cornell and at
Heidelberg.
won two playoff games
before falling to Alcoa 30-7
in the final. His 40-31 career
mark there includes two 6-3
seasons, three 5-5s and a 3-7
mark.
He lost 11 seniors from
last year's team, 11 he
considers the skill positions.
"We should be strong in our
offensive and defensive lines
(at least big enough), but
we may be weak at the
quarterback, running back
d receiving positions."
t Sturdivant does admit
he iay have two talented
runnes in Ronald Hopkins,
a 6-1 175-pounder, and
Monty Elam, a 5-10, 165-
pounder. "They could be a
surprise for us."
The Tigers have had a
excellent week in practice,
said Hina, and he feels a
good game is in store for
those who attend.
Getting there may be the
hardest thing for fans.
Probably the easiest way is
to take Highway 94 West
through Fulton and Hick-
man, before running into




produce are Jerome John-
son, a 5-11, 205-pound tackle,
and Timmy Bratton, a 540,
175-pound linebacker.
But the Falcon coach
knows as little about Murray
High as Hina does of Lake
County. "I'm kind of wary
of you AA Kentucky schools.
We've played Fulton City
twice. (a Class A school) in
the past two years and have
had really close ball
games," Sturdivant said.
Sturdivant admits that he
will base his offense
primarily on the ground, as
most high schools do.
Murray High showed it
sports a legitimate passing
attack in the Tigers' 16-0
defeat of Reidland. Rich
Rollins threw touchdown
strikes of 11 and 20 yards.
Murray picked up 213
yards on the ground, with
Bo Reed leading the way
with 102 yards on 11 carries.
The success the Tiger
offensive line has in holding
the Falcon linemen's pass
rush could well be a big
factor.
"We had chance to play
over 30 kids last week
against Reidland," Hina
said. "I hope that will be an
advantage Friday."













*Over 15 Years Of Muffler Experience
Ron's Custom Dual Job
Hours 8-5 p.m.
Mon.-Fri.
MARLIN 11I611 POWER MODEL 336C CARBINE
CAL. 30-30 WINCHESTER
Lever Action, 6 Shot, Tubular Magazine
Made for scope — the solid top receiver and side ejection permits low,
centered scope mounting. Round bolt and solid steel receiver assure
stronger action; solid breeching helps achieve greater accuracy.
20 in. Micro-Groove barrel. American black walnut stock with fluted
comb, grip cap, white spacers and tough outdoor finish. 24K gold plated
trigger. Ramp front 'sight. adjustable open rear sight, receiver drilled
and tapped for popular receiver sights. Marlin scopes and other top
mount bases. Free offset hammer spur for scope use — works either side.
Metal surfaces deeply blued; top of receiver sand-blasted to prevent
glare.








MARLIN GLENDFIELD SEMI-AUTOMATIC MODEL SOW
.22 Cal. Rifle SALE 
$4495
18 Shot, Tubular Magazine,
Has side ejection, bolt hold-open device, chrome plated trigger and cross-
bolt safety. Receiver top has serrated, non-glare finish. One piece walnut
finished hardwood Monte Carlo stock with full pistol grip and forend. Ad-
justable open rear, ramp front sight. Receiver grooved for tip-off scope, 22
in. barrel.
Tubular magazine holds 18 .22 caliber long rifle cartridges. $
With OX ScopeLIMIT ONE
MARLIN MODEL 120 MAGNUM PUMP
95
. With Ventilated Rib
5-Shot (4 with 3 in. Shells1
AU-steel action. The entire receiver is made irons a solid block of high tensile steel including an all
steel trigger guard that's precisely machined for a perfect fit New-design, exclusive slide lock release
lets you open the action to remove unfired shells even with golved hands. All steel floating concave
ventilated rib, serrated on top, provides clean sighting, reduces mirage when trap and skeet shooting
Front and middle sights help the eye alighn barrel and target Handsomely engine turned bolt, shell
carrier and bolt slide add elegance to a great design Double action bars provide smoothest possible
operation with no binding or twisting Matte finish, grooved receiver top eliminates glare, aids natural
gun pointing and sighting
Him safety button -- serrated and located where it belongs, in front of the trigger Deluxe recoil pad.
Holds 12 gauge. 214" or 3" Magnum or regular thede interchangeably: 5 shots in magazine I 4 with
3" shells 3-shot plug furnished; approx. 7' 4 Ø, 4110ice of 28", 28" or 30" barrels with steel ventilated
ribs, front and middle sights; recoil pad. grip ca f; white butt and grip spacers, stock dimensions 14"
long including recoil pad, drop at comb, 21s" drop at heel; genuine American walnut stock and
fore-end are finely checkered and Mar-Shield finished, all-steel action and parts: cross bolt safety.






Hwy. 641 South-Murray, Ky. -753-9491
"Discount Is Our Middle Name"
Open 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. Daily
1 p.m. to 6 p.m. Sunday
Sale Good On In Store Merchandise Only
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Saturday is 'Indiana Night'
During MUT-Evansville Clash
By M. C. GARROTE
Saturday evening, Sept. 9,
will be -Southern Indiana
Night" at Murray State
University's Roy Stewart
Stadium as the Racers host
Evansville University in their
second game of the season.
, Of the five Indiana players
on the Murray squad, two are
from - the Evansville area.
Quarterback arid senior Mike
Dickens is a product of Bosse
High School, and defensive
tackle Jeff Gardner, a
By the Associated Press
NEW YORK — They'll
tell you the same 'cliches,
but don't be fooled. After
24o. 1 seed Martina
liavratilova and second-
fated Chris Evert have
.0layed all those other
,inatches -one match at a
time," they expect to be
-facing each other across the
net at the U.S. Open.
At stake will be the
women's singles cham-
pionship, a No. 1 ranking
and as much pride as these
two combative women can
muster. You don't rise to the
top in a very competitive
.sport without having a
,special feeling inside that
f says No. I is the only
:numeral worth having.
; And there' can only be one
%No. 1.
"I'm not any more con-
fident than before that I'm
;gonna get into the finals,"
said Navratilova. the Czech
expatriate who wasn't
pushed too hard Wednesday
.in downing longtime Eastern
'5European opponent Virginia
sophomore, is from Harrison
High School.
The other three Inclianaians
playing for the Racers are:
Defensive end Tony Decker, a
freshman from Providence
High School in Jeffersonville;
wingback Keith Swearingen, a
sophomore from New Albany
High School; and Kris Rob-
bins, a sophomore tight end
from Indianapolis' Southport
High School.
High school students from
across Southern Indiana are
Ruzici of Romania 6-3, 6-2.
"I'm just taking one
match at a time," the 21-
year-old resident of Dallas
said with barely a trace of
an accent. "I'm just getting
closer (to the finals that's
all."
Evert was tested a bit
more in her match against
15-yearold phenom Tracy
Austin of Rolling Hills,
Calif., proving stronger and
steadier, and prevailing 7-5,
6-1
-In the second set I
played very, very well,"
said the 23-year-old
Floridian, who is bidding to
become the first woman in
more than 40 years to win
this event four straight
times. "I'm very pleased,
especially with my serve.
I'm getting better with
every match."
The semifinal opponents of
the top two seeds were to be
decided today when 16-year-
old Pam Shriver, the No. 14
seed from Lutherville, Md.,
met Leslie Hunt of Australia
and No. 15 Kathy May of
SPECIAL
STEAK MEAL
Specialty of the house . . our famous Sizzlin' Sirloin
Steak. . including choice of baked potato or fries,
and thick Stockade Toast.
Come and get it! Lunch or dinner .. Thursday, Friday.
Saturday and Sunday.
SIRLOIN STOCKADE*
Bel - Air Center
being invited to the game as
special -guests of the
university's School Relations
diiector, Phil Bryan,. and his
staff, and their parents will be
admitted to the stadium at
half the admission price.
A reception, set for 6 p.m.,
has been planned for the high
school Indiansians, their
parents and .friends in one of
the stadium's classrooms.
Special invitations also are
being extended through
Murray State alumni in
Beverly Hills, Calif., played
fou,rth-ranked Wendy Tur-
nbull of Australia.,
Later today, No. 1 Bjorn
Borg plays No. 8 Raul
Ramirez of Mexico and No.
2 Jimmy Connors meets No.
6 Brian Gottfried in men's
quarter-final action.
In the men's singles
Wednesday, a pair of native
New Yorkers waltzed into
the semifinals. No. 5 seed
Vitas GeruLaitis volleyed
deftly in crushing jittery
Johan Kriek of South Africa
6-2, 6-1, 6-2. No. 15 John
McEnroe polished off giant-
killer Butch Waits of
Phoenix 6-1, 6-2, 7-6.
Kriek, who had • a
relatively easy draw into the
quarter-finals, had his serve
broken eight times in the
match, doublefaulting 16
times.
A record night crowd for
the __Open, 15,794, showed up
for the Gerulaitis-Kriek
match, creating a record
total for one day — 30,580.
The doubles action heated
up Wednesday with the




and Bob Hewitt of South
Africa 2-6, 6-2, 7-5. After
match point, ' the volatile
Hewitt threw a temper
tantrum, pounding his racket




University has been named to






(Tuxedos is our Profession, it is not a
sideline with us. So We do a better job.) 3 10 Moon, Murray
Southern Indiana to school
and public off iciats in the area
to attend the game.
Two high school bands from
the Evansville area — the Mt.
Vernon High School band from
Mt. Vernon and the Memorial
High School band from
Evansville, will share the pre-
game, halftime and post-game
shows with the university's
1 4 6-member Marching
Thoroughbreds.
One of the top five bands in
the Evansville, the Wildcat
Marching Band from Mt.
Vernon, is directed by Cliff
Merrick, who holds degrees
from the University of
Evansville and Indiana State.
The assistant director for 11
years, Merrick is in his second
year as the band director. His
assistant is Eddie L. Gerlach.
Ahead of the 138-member
band will be senior drum
major Lisa Fredricking and
her assistant, Lisa Blackburn,
while the twirling captain is
Karen Ungethum. The rifle
captain is Jaina Webb, and
Michelle Stevens and Tracy
York are the flag corps co-
captains.
Melvin Levin is superin-
tendent of the Metro School
District of Mt. Vernon, which
the band will be representing,
while Don Goerlitz is principal
of Mt. Vernon High School.
The 100-member Memorial
band is directed by Gary
Wallyn, a graduate of St.
Joseph's College at Ren-
sselaer, Ind. He is in his sixth
year as its director.
Known as the Memorial
Marching Tigers, the band
placed sixth in Indiana last
year among the Class B high
school bands and was rated
first in Indiana State
University's high school
marching and contest bands
competition.
The drum major is senior
Matt Brockman, and Terry
Donohue, Becky Schmidt and
Liz Rice make up the
Tigerettes, a speciality per-
formance group featured with
various band numbers.
1979 NCAA Mideast Regional
basketball championships
next March.
The first • round will be held
on Friday night, March 9th,
and will involve games bet-
ween • the seventh and tenth
seeded teams, and between
the 8th and 9th seeded teams.
The winners of these two
games will advance to the
second round, to be played on
Sunday, March 11th, where
they will be matched against
the No. 1 and No. 2 seeded
teams in the Mideast Region.
Tickets for the first two
rounds will go on sale on
October 2, 1978. They are
priced at $8.00 each per
session for reserved theater
chairs and $7.00 each for
reserved upper level
bleachers.
MTSU season ticket holders
for the 1978-79 season will have
first priority on the purchase ,
of tickets, following
satisfaction of NCAA
1 requirements. Ticket ap-
plications, accompanied by
payment plus a 50 cents
handling fee, will be accepted
beginning Monday, October
2nd, and not before.
On November Z2, 1978, over
the counter sales will begin at
the MTSU Ticket Office on the
ground level of Murphy
Athletic Center.
INSURANCE BONDS, -REAL ESTATE- -114E. 12TN ST., BENTON
FOR THE RESIDENTS OF MURRAY, CALLO WAY COUNTY AND AURORA
The Number To Call• ,
Sharon Manion and Susan
Majewski make up the flag
corps.
The • Memorial band's
halftime show at the Murray-
Evansville game will consist
of: "Theme from Sea Hawk,"
an Errol Flynn movie theme;
"Twelfth Street Rag;" "I've
Got to Get You into My Life,"
which features the Tigerettes;
and a concert number,
"Birdland," made famous by
the jazz group, Weather
Report.
Sister Julia Anne Rogers is
superintendent of the
Evansville Catholic Diocese
schools, which the band will be
representing, while Brother
James Blume is the Memorial
principal.
'rickets will be available at
the gates. Reserved bleacher
seats are $4 each; adult
general admission, $3 each;
and children's general ad-
mission, $2 each.
The "Southern Indiana
Night" is the second of six
regional promotions planned
this year for the Racer's home
games. October 7 is "West
Tennessee Night;" Oct. 14 is
"Parents' Night;" Oct. 21 is
the university's annual
Homecoming game; and Nov.
18, the date of the traditional
'Murray-Western Kentucky
game, is News Media Ap-
preciation Day.
For additional information
regarding any of the special
promotions, contact Athletic
Director Johnny Reagan at
762-6184, or write Director of
Athletics, Murray State
University.
Murray State's Billy Lewis (20) returns a punt against Southeast Missouri while Austine Perine
provides protection. Lewis returned four kicks for 98 yards. The Racers will try to even their
record against Evansville in a 7:30 p.m. contest at Roy Stewart Stadium Saturday.
Staff Photo by Teay
By the Associated Press
NEW YORK — Vitas
Gerulaitis is skipping the
discos this week and hoping
for a shot at Wimbledon
champion Bjorn Borg in the
semis at the U.S. Open
tennis championships.
-..They've closed Studio 54
for 10 days, so I've got
nowhere to go, anyway," the
cheery blond said of his
favorite New York disco.
Gerulaitis won a semifinal
berth with a victory Wed-
nesday night over young
Johan Kriek, 6-2, 6-1, 6-2.
Borg, the top seed, was to
play Mexico's Raul Ramirez
Hundreds of Patterns
•SW VINYLS • KITCHENS AND BATHS
• BEAU MONDE TEXTURES
Collections include scrubbable, strippable.
stain-proof patterns in a variety of popular.
contemporary styles.
Sale $6.65 — $10.4 7_ single roll
reg. $9 50 — $14.95 (packaged in double rolls)
0 1971. The Shanvin Comit•fre
• FASHIONFLOR
7 designs, 22 colors.
• HIGHLIGHT —
3 designs, 16 colors.
today in a quarter-final
match, and the Swede was
heavily favored.
Gerulaitis, who is seeded
fourth, obviously had little
doubt that his next opponent
would be anyone but Borg.
He noted he had lost their
last five meetings.
But maybe this time.
Lady Luck will be with me.
She wasn't with me the lasi
time I played him."
Gerulaitis isn't known as
one of the most dedicated,
hardworking players. He has
spent much of the year
looking for someone to
provide some guidance. He
• STAR QUALITY — 100%
Treuire Star polyester pile.
Sale 57.99 sq. yd.,
reg. $9.99 sq. yd.
• WOODSPICE — 100%
heat set, nylon pile.
Sale $8.951sq. yd.,
reg $10 99 sq. yd
(Ins(allation available of additional coot)
seems to have found it in
Fred Stolle, an Australian
who won the U.S: title in
1966 and who is player-coach
for the New York Apples of
World Team Tennis.
Gerulaitis is the star men's
singles player for the
Apples.
"Fred goes out to all these
places, saying he wants to
make sure I'm not there. So
he's the one staying out all
night," Gerulaitis said.
Stolle says he's working to
improve Gerulaitis'
forehand, once a powerful
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travels to Heath for a
6:30 p.m. contest against
the Pirates today.
The Laker frosh opened
their season with a 7-0 .
loss to Fulton City, but
coach Billy Nix had good
things to say.
"We didn't do much on
offense, obviously, but I
thought our defense did a
good job," he said. "We
hope to score some points
against Heath."
Calloway faces Lone Oak




The Racer Club will
hold its regular buffet
dinner meeting at the
Holiday Inn Thursday at
5:30 p.m.
MI Racer club mem-
bers and prospective
members are invited to
attend.
The club will sponsor a
dance at the Murray
Country Club immediately
after the Evansville game
for all members and their
guests.
The Commonwealth
Band will provide the
entertaiment.
Soccer Tryouts
Tryouts for play in the
Murray-Calloway County
Soccer Associaton will be
held at the north end of
Cutchin Field Friday and
Saturday.
The field, ocated on
Chestnut St., wil\be, the site
of the tryouts at 5 p.m.






The season will begin in the
last week of September and
end before November.
A $6 entry fee will be
charged for each child
participating, with each
receiving a jersey to keep.
Each team will consist of
approximately 15 par-
ticipants, but, says
members will be Whitaker, ''that's really
to boys in grades flexible. It just depends on
third and fourth. how many kids we have
The girls in the same age out."
bracket will play in the Those
spring.
"This is the first time,
that I know of, that we will
play in the fall," said
interested in
coaching or obtaining other
information should contact





hold its annual Fall Hard
Times Shoot at the
Murray-Calloway County
Park at 9 a.m. Saturday.
The event is in
preparation for the up-
coming deer season.
Trophies will be awarded
to the top shooters.
JOIN US AT
TUXEDO JUNCTION
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'ONVENIENTLT LOCATED EAST Of METROPOLIS, ILL. ON ROUTE 5''
1ETWEEN METROPOLIS AND INTERSTATE 24 AT TUXEDO LAN
• 4,000 SQ. FT. OF BEAUTIFUL DANCE F •OR
• SEATING AND DANCING FO
• FREE PARKING
• SETUPS AVAIL E
RESERVATIONS SUGGESTED CAL 524-2618 OR 524 7503
THE NEWEST D MOST EXCITING
BIG BAND LROOM IN THE MIDWEST!
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Above is a reproduction of a bronze coin being offered by Murray State University. The coin,
with the 1978 football schedule on one side and the basketball schedule on the other, is available




By the Associated Press
A plane ride last month
really got the Pittsburgh
Pirates off the ground and
they haven't come down to
earth yet.
-We were in Philadelphia
and had just been
humiliated and were 111/2
games behind," ' Pirate
Manager Chuck Tanner
recalls. "But on the plane
after the trip I knew right
then that we were going to
start winning."
How did he know?
"We were healthy," says
Tanner. "We had seven
pitchers capable of starting
and we took off from there."
The pitching, actually, has
been a true part of the
Pirates' recent success —
which included Wednesday
night's 44 victory over the
St. Louis Cardinals. That
was the llth straight
triumph for the Pirates and
their 23rd in 26 games.
The Philadelphia Phillies,
on the other hand, have to
be a little tight and a little
serious watching the gallant
Pittsburgh charge that has
brought the Pirates to within
a half-game of the National
League East leadership.
National League
The Los Angeles Dodgers,
meanwhile, stretched their
lead to three games over
San Francisco in the NL
West with a 9-2 victory over
the Giants. Elsewhere,
Phillies kept their s edge
in the East by ç. ing the
Chicago C 8-1: the
Montrea xpos tripped the
New ork Mets 8-2 and the
Diego Padres turned
back the Atlanta Braves 5-3.
Dodgers 9, Giants 2
Joe Ferguson hit a three-
run homer and doubled
twice to lead Los Angeles
over-San Francisco. Doug
Rau and Rick Rhoden
combined to scatter seven
hits as Los Angeles swept






RED LINE Z MUFFLER
1395
Exclusive Z Flow design
COmbined with corrosion




For most u s
cars Some
VC3T1011Ser
Prices woo at participating CAROufst AUTO PMTS stores and oesieri-ttin, sevt 24 1978
Motor- Parts & Bearings
1109 Chestnut Street, Murray, 7534311
No Ho Servite Center'
5 Points, Murray, Ky.
753-3571
ii•elis Wheel Alignment
408 N. 4th St., Murray, Ky.
753-6779
Hendon's Service Station
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Phillies 8, Cubs 1
Left-hander Steve Carlton
pitched a seven-hitter and
Mike Schmidt drove in four
runs with a double and a
three-run homer to lead
Philadelphia past Chicago.
Expos 8, Mets 2.
Ross Grimsley scattered
five hits for his 17th victory
of the season and Larry
Parrish drove in three runs
to lead Montreal over New
York in a game called by
rain in the bottom of the
seventh inning.
Padres 5, Braves 3
Jerry Turner broke a tie
with a run-scoring single in
the eighth inning, triggering
San Diego over Atlanta.
Pinch-hitter Oscar Gamble
led off the Padres' eighth
with a single and moved to
second when Barry Ev'ans'
dribbler in front of the plate
went for a hit. Turner then
drilled a single to right,
scoring Ozzie Smith, who
was running for Gamble. ,
Jamboree Set
For Junior Highs
The junior high football
season will officially kick
off with a football jam-
boree at Roy Stewart
Stadium Friday at 7 p.m.
The three county
schools will all see action.
East Calloway will face
Grove Elementary
(Paris) at 7 p.m. in the















North vs Mayfield. South-
west vs Heath will con-
clude the schedule.




is $1.50 for adults and 75
cents for students. The
gate will open at 6:35
p.m.

































































Rye's, A sase latedPress
AMERICAN LEAGUE
EAST
W I. Pet GB
Boston 86 52 623
New York 82 56 594 4
Milwaukee ▪ 511 571 6,s
Bet imore 78 62 557 9
Detroit 75 64 540 11,
Cleveland 60 78 435 M
Toronto 58 OS 3% 321,
TWAT
Kansas City 76 61- 555 —
California 74 lb 532 3
Texas *55* 590 7,
Oakland 64 76 .417 13,̀
Minnesota 42 79 443 LP,
Chicago 59 110 434 18
Seattle Si a 375 24',
Wednesday's Gaines
Kansas City it, Oakland 8, 12 inning.
Milwaukee 7, Toronto 0
Boston 2, Baltimore 0
Texas 114, California 5-3
New York I. Detroit 2
(3icago I, Minnesota
Thareilages Game
Seattle (Machin 7.13) Oden110
ty 5-21.
New York Mudd 54) 00 Baton (Tor
res 15-1).
Milwaukee I AUgalikW M Toront''
Clanry lG.tli. In/




New York at "MAIM (a)
Baltimore at Tweaks, (a)
Cleveland at DAM, fa)
Seattle at rai rei
Milwaukee et (a)
!Comm city 00thilheeia. (a)













72 68 $14 1114
Houston 64 74 464 1814
AllanUr 60 79 432 11
Wedneaday's Games
Philadelphia I. chkette
Les Angeles I. Son Francisco 2
himiabal I. New York 2.7 innings. ram
SID Mew 5, Atlanta 3
Pnamresa 4. St Louis I
Only game. scheduled
Tbarsday's Games
Paitadetote Clwiatenson 11-12) st Oil-
il((Llp 643
New Yeti (Fattiness 1-131 at Montreal
Sut 
13andd4),
Preateure 1Blue 16-71 at Atlanta
(Memo 74S), In)
SaitOtaie (OwchinIto 6111 at Cincinnati
(95 44), (n)
131WAIII1111(Iiison54) at st Louie IFS)-
.




1.111din. al New York, lel
81. LINO at PhladaipNa. In/
agaOSU M GartnnalL In)




ife I. Pet, GB
74 63 540
74 64 .536
69 70 496 6
73 471 11,/
% 79 432 15





The Dodgers won first place in the Kirksey Park League Division. They are, front row, from left:
Monty Thompson, Kevin Hill, Scotty Miller. Bock row are Chris Jeffrey, Charles Archer, Jackie
Tucker, Mork Henderson, and Steve Tidwell. Coach Allan Jeffrey.
Yaz, Tiant
Lead Sox
By the Associated Press
Luis Tiant pitched a two-
hitter and won; Dennis
Martinez pitched a two-hitter
and lost. The difference was
Carl Yastrzemski — tired,
battered, bruised Carl
Yastrzemski — who just
happens to play for Tiant's
team — the Boston Red Sox.
Despite recurring back
problems that have forced
him out of the lineup and
despite torn ligaments in his
right hand, the 39-year-old
Yastrzemski cracked a two-
run seventh-inning homer to
back 37-year-old Tiant in a











ager Don Zimmer after
Red Sox had won for
only the second time in
seven starts. "We don't
know what's going to happen
from here on out, but this
was a big one for us."
It was big because the
Red Sox — four games in
front of second-place New
York in the American
League's East Division —
open a four-game series with
the Yankees tonight at their
Fenway Park home. "We've
got to do it ourselves," said
Zimmer.
In other AL games, the
Yankees downed Detroit 8-2,
Kansas City clipped Oakland
11-8 in 12 innings, Texas
thrashed California 11-5 and
9-2, Milwaukee beat Toronto
7-0 and Chicago 'edged
Minnesota 1-0.
Royals 11, A's 8
Kansas City rallied from a
seven-run deficit and tied
the game 8-8 in the ninth on
a twoout triple by Frank




200/0 Off List Price
Our New Low Price, Not Just A Sale! We
Sell Homelite Chains For 35% Off.
Super 2 $164.95 '131"




Miry. 79 West lever, Tn.







Here's your chance to saddle up a brand new
Big Red 1586 or any of 7 other great IH tractors!
They're waiting for you in the Red Power Showdown
Sweepstakes. It's easy to enter, and there's no
purchase necessary.
2 S,00iid Prizes GRAND PRIZE 5 Third Prizes
484 Utilfty nactors Big Red 1SS6 Tractor Cadet 81 Lawn Tractors
your official entry blank at our Red Power Field Demo Day on September 8,
1978 from 1 p.m. to 6 p.m at Ford Richardson, Inc.. city limits on Backu.sburg
Road of South 6th Street.
Hot flags and Cold Drinks Will Be Served
i Mayfield,Hwy. 121 South icy. Ph. 247-4747Ford Richardson, Inc.
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SIX-D90R TRUCK — Mrs. Rick Bose stands with her truck which has been
ustoretzed to fit her family of seven children at Stratton, Neb.
Harlan Parents Keep Children
Out Of School During Strike
- HARLAN, Ky- ' . 'API —
game Harlan 'County
parents, apprehensive about
tlie possibility of violence
hemming from a United
Mine Workers strike, say
they will keep their children
citt of school until the strike
i4 settled, a county school
Aficial says.
/Widespread absenteeisme




eiltirnated about 400 pupils
vekre absent from the
E'Varts, Shields and Holmes
ietill schools.
Mary Evelyn Carter,
director of pupil personnel.
said she could not confirm
Lenfigure, but added she
r ., ived "a round-about
" that just 16 of 130
- papas attended Holmes Mill. '
Se said she received no




tktween Mrs. Rowland and
mothers of school
children.
The mothers said they
were concerned for their
children's safety because of
%tie strike against Jericol
Mining Inc.'s Glenbrook
operation.
. The union has been on
'Arike since last December.„---
'I' company refused to sign
the Bituminous Coal
tiperators Association's
nationwide contract with the
UMW, and talks aimed at
reaching a separate accord
Irtoke off.
Mrs. Rowland said the
women told her an armored':.
%vehicle — a modified coal
thick — was being used to
tzpnsport non-union miners.
They said there had been
dinfire in recent days,
ing they feared for
children in school buses.
rs Rowland said she
mos assured by Joe Beasley,
tile school board's lawyer,
and Jericol lawyer James
Greene, that the children
and buses were safe because
of a temporary restraining
order issued Monday by
Harlan Circuit Judge Sid
Douglass.
The order limited
picketing and ordered all
persons disarmed in the
vicinity of the mine.
Kentucky State Police
Capt. Marion Campbell,
commander - of the Harlan
post, said Wednesday that
he currently does not see
any danger to children on
their way to school.
There has been no repeat
of earlier violence since the
circuit court order was
issued. Campbell said.
Prior to the order, ten-




Seri. Wendell Ford, 1)-Ky.,
predicts the Senate will
accept a natural gas com-
promise, but he won't
predict by what margin.
The Carter administration
is worried about passage of
the bill, Ford said Wed-
nesday. "The Senate ought
to be worried, too, because
passage of an energy bill is
vitally important to the
future of our country."
Ford appeared with four
other senators Wednesday
'nig/It on public television's
MacNeil-Lehrer Report.
The energy) bill would
not only relieve our
dependence on foreign
sources of energy, but would
encourage new domestic
production. It doesn't make
sense to me that we're
willing to pay more for,
energy overseas than we are
You get:
• Plenty of Golden Brown
Boneless Chicken Filets
• French Fries
• Fresh Creamy Cole Slaw
• z Southern-style Hushpuppies
and our Special Sweet 'n Sour Sauce
Kicha
Don't forget your Back 'lb School Classroom Kh
PADUCAH & MURRAY
The violence has included
the burning of the Louisville
& Nashville Railroad Co.
trestle leading to mine site,
the burning of a miner's car
and reports of numerous
telephone threats to union
and company men, Campbell'
said.
On two occasions, the
officer said, there were
reports that a convoy used
by the company to transport
non-union miners to work
was fired on.
A gun battle broke out
between the convoy guards
and gunmen hidden on a
hillside near the mine site in
late August, Campbell said.
At least 200 shots were fired,
he said.
Mrs. Rowland saud
Douglass had told her he
was trying, to get the ar-
mored truck off the road.
HAMILTON, Ohio (AP) —
The poet laureate of the
Fischer Body plant is
retiring at the end of the
year and the question among
the fender stampers and tool
and clie makers is who will
write the commemorative
poem.
-It's nothing. It's only a
hobby." said 61-year-old
Tommie Hyde of his hun-
dreds of stanzas, written to
fit any. and all occasions
at home," Ford said.
Two other senators ap-
pearing on the panel,
Howard Metzenbaurn,
Ohio, and Clifford Hansen,
R-Wyo., are opposed to the
measure. The third senator,
Thomas Eagleton. D-Mo., is
undecided.
New reserves of natural
gas which could be
discovered because of in- •
centives in the bill could
result in a savings of 365
million barrels of oil each
year, Ford said.
"This would reduce by $5.4
billion our payments over-
seas. That's the trouble with
the dollar today, and our
deficit of payments is
nothing more than what
we're spending for the .
purchase of energy," he
said.
Metzenbaum argued that
the bill would cost con-
sumers $2 - billion by 1981.
Ford agreed with the ac-
curacy of the figure, but
said $1.6 billion of it would
be for new natural gas, "gas
that we otherwise would
never see."
Asked why he supports the
compromise, Ford said,
"I'm willing to compromise
because it's in the best
interests of the country- and
will at last give this nation a
long overdue energy plan."
Ford would not say how .
many senators he thinks will
support the bill, but said. "It




Harbor Grace at one time
attracted many upper-crust
Britons, boasted splendid
architecture. and had the
atmosphere of an
aristocratic resort town.
However, with the death of
shipping in the area, the
town underwent a drastic
change, and now it's an
outpost community like
dozens of others along the
coast.
MISS YOUR PAPER!
Sobtcribers sotto hove not
',coated Mei, Immo tfirlivarrid
<ropy of Ilse Storm Wig*, t
now. by S:10 p.m. Illemiey-,
hide, or by 330 p.m. is Seer-
days si.• 'rood to IAN 753-1114
ititimit4to 110 p.m SIMI 6 p.m.,
Masan-Friday, or 31$0 p.m.
and 4 p.m Setwideys, to Mean
delivery of 1641 Newspaper. Cab
ewe be pieced by 6 p.m.




While his subjects range
from farm life, coal mines
and baseball to installment
buying, his co-workers have
been memorialized over his
30 years of service in the
tool and die shop. ,
He wrote of one fellow
worker:
-From the old school a
working man,




Easy-lift starter, fingertip height adjustments, shearpin
adapter that protects crankshaft. Assembled. 60-208
While Supplies Last
now
Get it all 4ogether I Ray-O-Vec weatherproof lantern
plus heavy-duty 6-volt lantern battery Lantern
floats on wAter ind has a weatherproof switch,
4Y7-inch sealed reflector lens. For .camping and
nighttime home or car emergencies LM8-TV/944
,joisr running 20-in. fan. 5 blade
wopeller molded of sound
Absorbing compound. 371315273
His home as a youth in
Laurel CountY, Ky., has also
been immortalized.' Aly
grandfather, Dot Hyde,
came from North Carolina
and swapped a rifle for 500
acres of land," he said. "He
died there and my father
has lived all his life there.
WET/DRY
VACUUM
To me, that'll always be
home. I take pride in it ...
can't get it out of my head."
Hyde reluctantly gave up
working in coal mines
during the Depression and
came to Butler County, Ohio
from Kentucky.
"I loaded and shot,
dynamited and did all the
different jobs around the
mine, but I liked the coal
mines. I liked the work,"
With wet and dry attachments, detachable dolly.
dry, 3V5-gal. wet cap. Automatic shutoff. UL listed. T7640-1
Hyde said.
One of his later poems
took a Cincinnati sports
writer to task for criticizing
the University of Kentucky.
He never sent it. He put it
in a drawer.
"Why send it? I don't
think it would make any
difference," he laughed.
Hyde said retirement will
likely mean a proliferation
of poetry.
STEP LADDER
Aluminum ladder with spill-
proof pail shelf and slip-
resistant steps. 388 —
5-Ft. Step Ladder. 385 .21.97
4egged gym has 2-sea sky skooter ride, 2 swings 2-seat
wn glider, slide, acrobatic trapeze. Brown top, meadow
rAist legs, brown, yellow, green_ 12' top, r tubing. Ground
space: 12' x 9' — 101 lbs. 888327
You can't combat last months elec-
tric bill but you can, do something_
about this winter's bill. Be smart
and get prepared, install a Fisher
Stove.
Uses specially-treated Imp
to cut an 8-inch path ,along
sidewalks and around










































Who makes the news this newspaper cares about?
You do, of course...just take a look through these pages!
Somewhere there's the name of a new citizen or two who's come into our lives noisy and hungry. To you,
it's a baby. To others it's a sister or a brother or a niece or.a grandson. But its arrival is an important and
happy event worthy of notice.
Somewhere else there is news of losses—grievious onrfs and we have occasion to reflect on the
sometimes inscrutible nature of life's patterns.
Then there are graduations, and weddings, homecomings and leavings. There are meetings and plannings
and projects...All the efforts expanded by you to advance a cause, change a situation, improve our com-
munity. There are promotions and advancements and honors and controversies.
There are the exertions of volunteer firemen serving us with their skill and dedication.
All this—the complexity of community life is reported,and commented on by this newspaper 309 days
a year. And the circle of our responsibility expands as our circulation grows into neighboring communities
and phenomenal speed, requiring from us a wider gaze and increasing efforts.
But basic to these efforts is the realization that this newspaper exists not just For You...but Because of You.
It is first and foremost...Your Newspaper!
THE EDITOR
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II. More Specials From Uncle Jeff's All New





Yellow DoveInspecti Gres Stet I I 
i Repellent Clay Pigeons•as $187 Case of 135 $387
•
Ilii 7 Oz. Can
.MI Check Uncle Jeff's Sporting Goods Department for hun-
g,IN 3x12z36  $10.99 ting clothes, boots, ammo, shotguns, rifles, pistols and .
athletic -quipment. We have e lowest everyday prices!  Battery Charger5x18x36  $20.99 





i 5x12x36 .Shotgun Cleaning Kits




ina Racquet Beauti. a;a• Rural $1421-116-2: •
•
• &410Ga. $727 Hall 
ow.5 Mail i4. Tree •iiBoxes Aluminum Metal Ware ', In Walnut •
•
.• . ..,-.-
a illIN Assorted Gutter Guard Mesh .'Nx:•• Sizes . :qv.; . Housewares, $2897 i
•
•Iii *Silver 20 ft $1 47 
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8:100 per hour Call 7534311
I Fall Boat Rides
Aboard the
Sidewheeler Princess,:















14 - and tuck.
15 Anger











































































































YOUR NEED Is our concern
NEEDLINE. 753-6333.












































WHO DRANK HIMSELF TO
DEATH IN THE PALACE






















CLEANING LADY, one day
a week. Call 753 8943 after
5:30 pm.
DAY AND NIGHT shift
male and female, apply in
person, Burger Queen, North
15th, Murrft
GENERAL LABOR or
Tobacco hands Call 1 489-
2663
HELP WANTED. Apply in
person at Games People
Play. 13th and Main. From
11 am -4 pm
IMMEDIATE OPENING in
Murray area. Age 21 or over,
no overnight travel.
Excellent fringe benefits and
opportunity for promotion,
above average earnings, no
experience necessary. Call
247-6867, Mayfield, KY, 8:30
a.m. to 4:00 p.m. Monday
Through Friday.
JOURNEYMEN Brick
layers. Union scale, light
weight block, for K-Mart
prolect. Call 759-4590.
Mee wonted to help deliver
and set vp funnier,. CA




Clinical Secretary for Murray Mental
Health Center. Duties will' include-typing,
transcribing dictation,' medical records,
and general office duties. Salary is com-
petitive. Experience preferred. Apply to
Joyce Boyd, 702 Main Street, Murray.




40 cars for sale or trade. Some for re-
sale and others for parts only. Good
location for rent. Will consider trade of




I'M NOT SURE WHAT
HAPPENED AFTER THAT









HOWEVER I HOPE TO
HAVE AN UPDATE FOR
'IOU VERY 500N
POOR 51_ UGGO HE






YOU CAN GET A WHOLE













• wigH TO DEPART.










MAJOR.. THE RAT WHO
PUT ME IN THE CAGE.













McDONALD'S is now taking
applications for morning and
afternoon kitchen and
counter help. Apply in person
at McDonalds Restaurant 107
N 12th.
MATURE PERSON to keep 7
month old baby, part time, 10
am to 4 pm weekdays. Call
762 3379.
STuFFERS and mailers




Box 21679, Denver, Co. 80221.
SEWING MACHINE
Operator*. Sewing ex-
perience prefered but not
necessary. full time. Apply
Calloway Mfg. 111 Poplar.
TEACHER NEEDS
babysitter in my home. For
infant and 3-year-old child.
753 3763.
TAKING APPLICATIONS
for cooks and dishwashers.
Apply in person between 9
am & 5 pm Fern Terrace
Lodge, 1506 Stadium Drive.
WANTED PART-time
commission salesman.
Selling Formax Feeds. Must
be livestock farmer. For







man full time, apply In
person at Regal 8 Inn. S. 12th
Street.
WANTED: MEN to help cut
and house tobacco. Call 753-
2542
10. BUS. OPPORTUNITY
DO YOU want the finer
things in Life? Earn full time
income in spare time. Call 1-
554-5278.
11. INSTRUCTIONS
AM LOOKING for guitar
students - all styles - all
ages. Contact Monte Fisher




25% DISCOUNT IF YOU
QUALITY SEE WAYNE WILSON
FOR MORE INFORMATION.
WILSON INSURANCE AND









14. WANT TO BUY
OLDER CAR, prefer
Chevrolet. Cheats - in good
condition. Call 436-5830.
USED BOAT lift suitable for
7500 pound boat. Write,
Eugene E Grahler, RR 2,
Greenville III. 62246.
WANT TO BUY Century 21
accounting books. tall 753-
/937 or 753-1951 after 5:00.
WANT TO Buy or rent row
crops or pasture land Call 1
49.7443
WANTED rolled or baled
hay. Delivered or MU pick
up. Call 1-489-7663.




gas stoves, color tv's (con
sole and portable and color
and white) Murray t}rocd
Tractor, 759 4895 100 School
desks left at $1 each while
they last
COUCH, Two end tables, '
stereo, 55 gallon aquarium
759 4793 after 4 -00
esismrssms• S (104(1 1011
PRINTING
VVIrrch•o1•r $411,14•4
IN IL 4th - 753-5397
ETHAN ALLEN five illece
maple dinette set. Call 759-
1242.
FIVE FOOT Pool table with
Slate top. $150, 437 4635.
NEW MAG Polished
Aluminum wheels. 14 Inch
with 2 L-60 14 Goodyear











15. ARTICLES FOR SALE
3NICE 1 VATORY ,arlth
Formica t . Cheap. Call 753-
1
510e after pm.
10 SPEED Bicycle $50, in
good condition. -Call 753-2436.









1-0 Mint Poway 25 yrs.
1-196S S Petry (vac)
-1.11sre 1960-0 Swell
Date Peony
1.5 Mint Penny-25 yrs.
Pins free two S Bill
Pies Our free GM
Pies Our Free Brockton'
Scrod 1.3.95 end 25' poster..
to:
JIM DoNNINO & CO.
Solt. a, Pit• 1149. i•••••at
S.,,..,. P. 113118
USED FRIGIDAIRE
refrigerator, runs good, $75.
Call 492-8564 after 5 p.m.
16. HOME FURNISHINGS
NEW COUCH, chair and love
seat. Call 753-5108, after 6
pm.
We Buy, Sell Or Trade
Used Furniture or Ap-
pliances
Hodge & Son, Inc.
205 Se. MA
ROCKER, end table and two
lamps Call 753-3917 after 5
Pm
18. SEWING MACHINES
FOR SALE Used Singer
sewing machine, Zig-Zag, all
regular attachments. Sews
perfect, fully guaranteed.
Full cash price, $31.50.
Payments can be arranged,
call Martha Hopper 1-354-
6521 or write Rt. 5 Benton,
Ky.
19. FARM EQUIP.
• FOR SALE Tobacco and
tomato sticks. Call 489-2126.
FESCUE Seed for sale at 24
cent per pound. Call 753-9773
or 753-9908.
MURRAY FORD Tractor
has several used tractors,
farm equipment, cars,
trucks, buses, and combines
at discount prices. We will
trade for anything of value.
TOBACCO Sticks for sale.
Call 753-9773.
22. MUSICAL
ARTLY FLUTE with case.
$120. Used 3 months, good for
beginners. Call 759-4878.
BALDvVIN PIANOS and
-.roans, used pianos. Lonarclo
Piano Co., across from Post
Office, Paris, TN.
BUNDY ALTO Saxophone in
excellent condition. Call 435-
4557 or 753-6881.
2 KUSTOM 15 inch. P.A.
speaker cabinets with horns
and crossover also Zeron




piano, organ, or voice
lessons. Experienced
teething with degrees in
music. Private lessons age 6
and up-beginners to ad
variced. Rental purchase







not be beat anywhere. Shop
for yourself and see. Open







The Mayor and Common Council of the City ofMurray will accept bids to purchase a dump truck,
for use of the Murray Water and Sewer System.
Bids are to be delivered to the City Clerk's Office by5:00 p.m. September 21, 1978. The City Council
Reserves the right to accept lowest or best bid or to
reject any or all bids. Specifications are available at
the City Clerk's Office, City Hall Building, 5th and
Poplar Street, Murray, Kentucky.
IMMEDIATE OPENING FOR
INDUSTRIAL SALE'S REPRESENTATIVE
You don't have to be an engineer or technical
person to enter a challenging and highly rewar-
ding career selling industrial lubricants to
businesses right in your community.
Sales experience (fleet, construction, farm, food,
and manufacturing) or a :mechanical
background helpful. We train you in salesman-
ship, products, and applications in a thoroughly
professional, company-paid program. Field
training follows, right in your territory.
No investment except your full-time effort, and
you get an exclusive, fully-protected territory
with hundreds of prospects for products that
repeat and repeat, year after year. You
represent a company on the move; the quality
leader in the lubricant field for over a quarter
century.
Feel dead ended? Stop day-dreaming and start
building your lucrative career today, right in
your own area, and be home nights with your
family while doing it.
Act now, while one of our choice territories is
still open in your area. Send your resume, giving







Fort Worth, Texas 76111
•
INVITATIONFOBBIDS
JET FUEL SYSTEM EQUIPMENT
FOR AIRPORT
The Murray-Calloway County Airport Board in-
vites sealed bids for the following equipment, or
equivalent, for a Jet Fuel System for the Murray-
Calloway County Airport, Murray, Kentucky:
1- 10,000 Gallon Underground Storage Tank, 96" x
27' U. L. Interior Sandblasted, Mineral Oil Wiped,
20" M. H., for Jet Fuel Storage.
1 - Facet VFCS 294-223B Filter Separator,
Pressure Gauge, Air Eliminator, Pressure Relief
Valve Manual Drain.
4 Sets - Spare Filters for above Filter System.
1 4.Tokheim 550-34 341 HP Submerge Pump, 35-40
GPM, 208-230 Voltage with Model /091 Street Box 26"
X26".
1 - Brooks BI Rotor Meter Ike W/V.R. Dial
Register Model BA-317
1 - Facet Model 5 0043589-M/2 *41210-M2 Fuses -
1/2 " NPT GO-NO-GO Gauge.
20- /(041210-M2 Replacement Fuses..
I- Hannay Special Hose Reel EPJ 24-24-26 L. H. T.
W-110 Volt Explosion Proof Motor 1/2" Inlet 11/2"
Outlet Aluminum.
1 - Hannay HG R-80 Static Reel, W/80" Cable.
1 - 11/2" X 75' Goodyear Aircraft Fueling Hose CPI.D
M & M.
1- 295SA OPW Overwing Fueling Nozzle 1/2".
1 - /(786-5 Tokheim Hand Pump.
Bid quotations must include delivery of equip-
ment to the installation site at the Murray-Calloway
County Airport, Murray, Kentucky.
Sealed bids will be accepted at the office of the
Murray City Clerk, Murray City Hall, South Fifth
Street, Murray, Kentucky 42071 until 1:30 p.m.,
CDT, Friday, September 15, 1978.
All bids will be publically opened and read aloud
in the Council Chamber, Murray City Hall, Murray,
Kentucky at 430 p.m., Car, on Friday, September
15, 1978. .
The Murray-Calloway County Airport Board
reserves the right to reject any or all bids and to
waiver any informalities.Asinwo.A. •
The
Tappan Co.
is now accepting applications for hourly employees. Must be willingto work any of three shifts and be able to preform a variety of jobskills.
Persons interested should apply in person at the Personnel Office of
the Tappan Co. Apply Monday through Friday 9:30 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m. to 12 noon.
The
Tappan Co.
Appliance Group Murray Operation
Murray, Ky. 42071
An Equal Opportunity Employer. Mif
1978
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condition Cali 753 5615
759 1312, after 3 pm
o o mar e e
24. MISCELLANEOUS
N. BUS. RENTALS
OFFICE • FOR RENT:
or Excellent 
location, 505 Main
with approximately 275 sq
 ft frontage Call 759 1429 9-5
daily!
FREEZER BEEF. Choice
grain fed aged beef Front
quarter 79 cents a pound.
whole or half 89 cents a
Pound. Hind quarter 95 cents
a pound hanging weight,
Food stamps accepted. We
also do custom slaughtering.
Paris Meat Processing, 901-
6428201 One mile north of
Paris on do Murray road.
27. MOB. HOME SALES
1970 HALMARK all electric
12x52 partly furnished in-
cluding new washer and
. dryer and kitchen ap-
pliances. Very nice, $5200.
Call 753-1877 or 753 4074.
- . 28. MOB. HOME RENTS
TWO BEDROOM all electric
7trnobile home. 10 miles east of
-1Murray Couples only. $85
-per month References and
, deposit required. Call 474-
-2318
ITWO BEDROOM, mobile
';home, 12 x 60, 5 miles SE on
-4000d Road. Couples only
all 753 5080 after 6 pm.
!TWO 3 bedroom mobile
;homes, One 2 bedroom
`-rnobile home Call 759-4592.
It. HEATING & COOLING




31. WANT TO RENT
YOUNG COUPLE want to
rent house or large mobile
home in Calloway or Mar
shall county 1 3541918




34. HOUSES FOR RENT
FOUR ROOM country house
with bath Call 753-6581















..'from Murray Post Office, FEMALE 
RED dachshund,
.available September 1. 11,2 year old. Good 
child' or








Reefed sod reedy. Up to 12 r 24. Also ham style, offices, cottages
mobae home .d-ms, sad patios, or U. BUILD, pre-ort completely reedy
to assemble op te 24 s60. Boy the best for less.
CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS
AUCTION SALE
Every Friday nighty, 641 Auction
House, Paris, Tenn. This week
another load from St. Louis,
Round oak table, 4 oak spindle
back chairs, oak wash stand, old
cherry chest, dressers, flat iron,
copper boiler, stone jugs and jays,
old lamps, old picture frames, p
lot of glass, dishes, odds and ends.




Immediate opening for a Electrical-Instrument
Maintenance Mechanic. Applicant MUST have a
minimum of three (3) years experience in BOTH
Industrial-Electrical and instrument main-
tenance, as well as experience in pnuematie in-
strumentation. Excellent starting wage along
with company paid insurance, vacation, etc. No
other applications being taken or considered at
this time.
Contact:
Gene D. Smith Sr.
Personnel Mgr.
VANDERBILT CNEMICAL CO-OPERATION, Rt. 2 Box






year old with papers. Call
after 5 p.m. 753 7396.
MINIATURE PINSCHER
puppies, commonly called
miniature Dobermans, 8 to 11




Pinscher Eight weeks old.
7519835 after 6 p m
THREE 16 month old Beagle
hounds and five puppies. Call
753 4349.
WALKER COON Dog pup
pies, call 436 5402
40 PRODUCE
COOKING APPLES for sale
Call 753-4725
41. PUBLIC SALES
AUCTION SALE. Every Sat.
night, 6 pm at Henry Auction
house in Henry Tn. 10 miles
South of Paris on 79 Hwy.
FOUR PARTY Yard Sale.
Friday and Saturday. Nice
,clothes, shoes, all sizes
Miscellaneous. 1137 Poplar_
GARAGE SALE: Friday
only Sept. 8 from 9 am-3 pm
1611 Belmont.
GIGANTIC YARD and bake
sale. Sponsored by New
Concord U.P.C. Church. Sale
to be held on Sat. Sept. 9 from
7 am.' Hotdogs, Cokes and
etc.,. served all day WHITE
CAMPER SALES located 4
miles East of Murray on 94
toward Ken Loire.
GARAGE SALE Friday and
Saturday, Sept 8 9 1703
Johnson Blvd, across from
tennis courts. Baby things,
clothing, tires, mattress, bed
spreads etc.
GARAGE SALE. Ping-pang
table, lawn furniture, tools,
dishes, children's clothes,
toys, games, upright
vacuum, chord organ, much
more. Saturday-Sunday
Sept. 9th- 10th. 1112 County
Cork Gatesboro,
LADIES AND BOYS clothing
and shoes, baby Items,
novelties, pictures, dishes,
other items. Hwy 121 N at
Stella. First house on left
beside old pottery place.
Friday. Saturdae, and
Monday.
MOVING SALE, 915 Waldrop
Drive. Friday & Saturday.
Sept 8-9 8 am till? Backyard
above ground swimming
pool, filter and vacuum.
Furniture, clothes, plants,
books and glassware
208 S 15th "Street Saturday:"
September 8th, 8-4. Guitar,
books, camera, clothes, lots
of odds and ends.
THREE PARTY yard sale.
Fri. and Sat. 1403 Henry St.
Turquiose jewelry, portable
stereo and speakers, child's
console organ, house- hold
items, clothes, toys, and
games. In case of rain, will
be held next week.
THREE PARTY Yard sale
614 Fairlane, Friday at 12-?
and Saturday, 7 am.-?
TWO PARTY PATIO Sale.
Friday and Saturday, 9-5
1512 Oxford Drive, Can
terbury Estates, baby Items,
mini clothes dryer, men's
and ladies clothing, 10 gallon
aquarium, curtains, fire
screen with andirons,
electric logs, milk can, horse
collar, truck camper and
mich more.
YARD SALE. 15th and Main
Street (Southwest Corner) 8




large] bedroom, 2 bath home
on large lot, attached
garage, fireplace, central
heat and air, and many nice
featujes. Priced in Mid 40's
LoEated only minutes from











With Stie Fmeedly Touch"
WOODED LAKE
LOT: 12 x 60 mobile
home with 13 x 16 ad-
dition. 4 bedrooms, 112
baths, living rm.,
dining rm., kitchen.
Some furniture. This is




Real Estate, 105 N.
rit h .
Purdom & Thurman









Setting on a large and
beautifully landscaped
lot is this unique 2500
sq. ft. 4 'bedroom, 2
bath brick home Built
in '1965 from old
Louisville homes, this
proud home is a
modern antique, you
have to see her inside
and out to fully ap-
preciate.
Weekends & Evenings Cell
Joe Kennon 436 5676
Bud Noll 753 4868
Pam Movity 753 8674
Don Tucker 753 1930
GOOD IN Town location 737
Vine St 3 bedrooms, living
room with beautiful fireplace
with heatolator, bath, kit-
chen, utility room, large lot,
outside storage, garden spot,





FAR FROM The maddening
crowd. If you want to be out
of the city, this may be for
you. Nice home with large
family room and fireplace, 3
bedrooms, large patio, nice
kitchen and bar, washer-
dryer connections, stove and
dishwasher stay with sale,
new 26 x 38 garage with
upstairs Which Could be
apartment. All of this on 5








With The Mandy Touch::
TWO WOODED
ACRES IN THE
COUNTRY ... Plus a 2
bdrm, 1"2 baths fur-
nished mobile home
offers the Comfort &
Privacy you've been
looking for at a price
you can afford
Spacious well-arrang-
ed rooms make this
mobile home a perfect
setting. Call Today.
Boyd Majors Real






rh  I -111
41. REAL ESTATE
OPPORTUNITY FOR your
business Now available up
to 3400 square feet of car
peted, air conditioned,
centrally heated, secured,
building to develop your own
business...ideally locate-
d...Ideally designed for
expansion. Oh yes, we have
available financing for You









901 Sycamore Murray, ky
SELL YOUR FARM through
KOPPERUD REALTY, 711
Main. We have had many
inquiries regarding all types
of farm land and acreage
tracts. If you have a farm or
acreage tract to sell, contact
us at 753-1222. Also if you
have been wanting to pur-
chase acreage, contact us for
an update on properties
listed for sale in Calluway
County. We at KOPPERUD
South 12th at Sycar(*rro- REALTY provide a complete
cp.4074E 7511051 , range of Real Estate Service.
Phone us today.
IMMEDIATE POSSESSI-
ON: Two bedroom brick
home, 2 blocks from
university. Earn extra in-




gas heat, and 15'x20' brick
storage building are extra
nice features. Price just







With The 1, nendl Touch"
RETIREES DEIJGH-
T . . . A delightful set-
ting, 1 acre only 2
miles from lake, has 2
bedroom mobile home










Estate, 105 N. 12th.
STUNNING CONTEMPO-
RARY Glassed wall in foyer
brings one to the great room
with bricked wall, ample
family sized kitchen,large
master bedroom with built-in
desk and walk in closet plus 2
other bedrooms and two
baths. Add one acre land two




farm. 75 was within 2 miles
of city limits. Nos stock
water, bents, tobacco
meet. Noose is quality Irv*
with 3 bedrooms, 11/2 barbs,
fireplace, 2 cur garage. This is
good form land with high
productivity.
INCOME PROPERTY, 402 S.
8th. St. This LARGE 2 apart-
ment house bus $300.00 lis-
some per month, end the op-
stairs could be made into
mother apartment with eery
little expense. BUT THAT IS
NOT All, another apartmesest
is set sport front this, located
in back rests for $150.00 per
swath. All on approximately I
acre lot. Total foetal $450.00
per month phis • possNsility of
$800.00 per imati.
703 3363 I rib Sine
E P A CERTIFIED
KELLEY'S TERMITE & PEST CONTROL









If you are tired of serving Satan, God has a job for
you, telling the good news of His kingdom. The har-
vest is great but the laborers are few. Saturday ser-
vices 3 to 4 p.m. Bible classes 7 to 8 and 8 to 9
evenings, Special study or Bible answers anytime!.
We are a group of people who love the Lord and are
teaching and studying the Bible.
BIBLE FACTS - 759-4600
God Is An Equal Opportunity Employer
By Owner
Priced For Quick Sale
Three bedrooms, 2' baths, large family room,
living room, dining room, kitchen with Vip-
pliances. Central heat and air, draperies and
carpeting, fireplace and large corner lot. Two








location, close to shop-
ping centers, we have
this fine 3 BR brick
home, central heat &
air, w to w carpeting,
1'2 baths, a 1 and 2 car
carport w/storage,
den and much much
more. Call us today,
shown by appointment
only.
Weekrinos it Evenings Coll
Joe Kennon 436 5676
Bud Noll 753 4868
Pam Movity 753 8624
Don Tucker 753 1930
SUCCESSFUL BUSINESS:
Grocery Gas Station with
excellent income potential
located on busy highway 94,
12 miles from Murray near
Kentucky Lake. Store has
thriving fresh produce
business, greenhouse for
plant and flower sales,
fishing equipment and bolt
sales, trucks for transporting
produce. This is a well-
established business and an
excellent Income producer.
All operating figures fur-
nished upon request. Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY, 753
1222 for more Information.
WE HAVE lust listed a
reasonably priced two
bedroom home In a central
location. This Is in the
vicinity of 6th and Vine street
close to shopping downtown,
school and hospital. The
home includes the drapes,
refrigerator, stove and dish-
washer. Call JOHN C.
NEUBAUER REALTOR, 206
N 4th St, 753-0101 ar 753-7531
to see this good buy.
44. LOTS FOR SALE
pY OWNER, 200 ft. frontage
(2 lots) in rapidly developing
Westwood Subdivision
Single or duplex dwellings
permitted. Only $6,500. Call
753 2859 after 5 pm.
GOOD FLORIDA Lots, trade
for motor home, Murray
business lot or sell Call 753-
4124 days or 753-0790 nights.
44. HOMES FOR SALE
FOUR ROOM House and
large lot in Almo Heights
next door to Grocery. Will
except, trailer, truck, or
farm equipment or anything
of equal value for a down
payment. Call 753-1513 or 759-
4095-
HOUSE AND 10 acres. 3 BR,
big living room, dining room,
kitchen, and big bath. 3 miles
East of Almo. Call 753-4418.
REDUCED $3000 for Im-
mediate sale, three bedroom
21/ baths, two car garage,
fireplace 2400 sq. ft. on 121
North. Call 489-2727.
AUCTION SALE
Sat., Sept. 5th 1011.1.
"ix Mile west of Lynn Grove, Ky. en Ivy. 14.
Will sell items from 3 estates. Furniture,
appliances, glass, china, stone and cast
iron items, antique tools, hand shop and
garden tools, pieces of antique furniture
and much more. For info Call
Chester & Miller
Auction Service
435-4121 - Lynn Grove, Ky.
OFFERED
FOR SALE








2 Full baths with one piece fiberglass tub & shower
5/8" Insulated glass on all doorsit windows
Factory built kit cab with elec. range
Community water (approx $55 per year)




Deck on 3 sides
Blacktop streets
Restricted Subdivision
200 Amp elec. entrance Large Lot (156' on lake side)
Located on main lake (25 m in. from Murray)
Consists of 3 or 4 bedrooms, living room, kitchen dining room, den,
utility room, 2 full baths 9 Closets








Weekends & Evenings Call:
Joe Kennon 436-5676
Bud Nall 753 4868
Pam Mardi 753-8624
Don Tucker 753-1930
FEATURED HOMES AT KOPPERUD REALTY
IMMEDIATE POSSESSION
Three bedroom, 2 bath brick home on Woodlawn
Avenue. Fenced backyard, Franklin Fireplace
and shady lawn paint a pretty picture for
pleasant living for you. Priced in the mid 30's.
COUNTRY HOME
Extra large 3 bedroom, 2 bath home on large lot,
attached garage, fireplace, central heat and air
and many nice features. Priced in Mid 40's.





lawn. Frank i timily room, large con-





With this spacious 3 BR, 2 bath home with living
room, den, kitchen & dining room. lots of special
features for year-round enjoyment including
fireplace for that cold winter ahead, and large
wooden backyard deck for those summer
cookouts! You can enjoy all these features and
have part of it paid for through a separate apart-
ment with vaulted beamed ceilings and a
fireplace. The apartment currently rents for $125
per month. This is another new listing so phone
us right away! Priced in the 40's.
HOUSE AND 20 ACRES
Just listed quality ,brick ranch home and 20






.built,3-SbedAVroomiNG O, 2HbathiEh 
home with
fireplace in Greatroom has just hit the market.
two car garage & beautifully landscaped yard
and many extras make this home one of the best
on today': market. Priced right. Low 50's.
MOVE RIGHT IN
Two bedroom brick horn-e. 2 blocks from univer-
sity. Earn extra income with upstairs 1 bedroom
apartment with outside entrance. Full
basement, central natural gas heat, and 15' x 20'
brick storage building are extra nice features.
Price just reduced to =9,900.
LIVE AND EARN
A three bedroom hou.sf-plus a garage apt. near
the university. Large rooms, fireplace, l'd2 baths
and a lot with 27 trees. A new listing, call us
today. 30's.
FRIENDLY LITTLE HOME
Three bedroom bungalow on quiet street. Home'
is neat as a pin with maint • rice free aluminum
siding and economic gas heat, plus extra
lot which would be lent for large garden.
House and extra lot priced right - in the 20's. Fast
possession.
KOPPERUD 24 Hr. Phone
LTYREA Ph. 753-1222
SPIC'N SPAN
Extra sharp 3 bedroom lit bath home with
garage, outside workshop, fenced yard plus an
extra lot. House has recently been paintertinside
and out, has new carpeting a new roof with turbo
vents, and located only a few blocks from the
university. All for $37,500, but can be purchased
without the extra lot. Drive by 1710 Miller and
then call us. We make buying and selling real
estate easy for you.
PRIVACY PLUS
Privacy plus beauty is only part of this 3
bedroom home on 6 acres northwest of Murray.
A large garden, lots of trees make this very
economical ),800 sq. ft. house one that you must










































e for a down
753-1513 or 759-
10 acres. 3 BR,
1, dining room,














































CLASSIFIEDS FOR MORE PROFITABLE MS
49 USED CARS 47. MOTORCYCLES 49. USED CARS 49. USED CARS
MOPED. only used 2 months.
Call 753-2864. 1974 Buick Century. Can be1965 FORD Galaxy. Also 14Ft. fishing boat. Call 436-
, seen at Main Street Texico.
1276 SUZUSK I, 500 GT, low 5651.
mileage, excellent condition, ----
%950. Call 753-1913. . 1971 FORD Torino Station
Wagon, 6 cyl. automatic„very clean, excellent running
condition. 5500. 753.6443.49. USED CARS
1973 DODGE Charger, AM-
FM stereo, casette, new tires
and brakes, Rally wheels,
54,000 miles. $1600. Call 436-
5366 after 7 pm.
1969 DODGE Poloria, power
steering, air and seats. Good
gas mileage, price $450. Call
753-6564.
1974 YAMAHA 250 wih Eagle
sidecar. Fully equipped with
windshields, lights, air
horns, luggage rack. Sidecar
has bucket seats and seat
belts. Excellent •condition,
less than 2500 miles. Two
helmets, included. $895 firm.
Call 753-2859 after 5:00 p.m.
1970 BUICK SKYLARK
Power brakes, steering and
Air. Three 20" bicycles. a-
fire screen. Call 753 1977.
1978 BUICK. Silver with
bucket seats. Loaded with
extras. 753-45131.
1971 CHARGER Special
Edition, 63,000 actual miles,
needs tires, runs like new,
make a good family car. Call
753-5400.
1975 DATSUN B-210 good
condition. 437-4198.
BELIEVE IT OR NOT
You can STILL Buy a Time-Proven




(Stock No. 167, Stock No. 220)
MURRAY
DATSUN, INC.





604 Soleil 12t8 Street
Phone (502) 753-7114
filerray, Ileatacky 42071
314E 1951 Plymouth Cam-
'ridge, 6 cylinder, straight
itilft 97,400 actual miles $600.
klso a 1950 Plymouth Special
3elux, 6 cylinder, rebuilt
notor. $300. Both cars run
trid drive good. Call 437-4817
utter 5 pm ask for Slim.
4E4969 OLDS ToronadO, 191/0-
oor coupe, local car, 4 new
0 1978 United Feature Syndicate, 
Inc -adial tires, low mileage.
Call 436-2427.
.119ADDY/5 NOT SPEAKING it U5. I-IE,971 THUNDERBIRD, Lano
ASKED U5 WHICH WE 1-OVED ZEST, coupe, power, air and tape




1978 LTD II Brougham one
owner, 3,000 actual miles, 9





good running engine, needs
some body work, complete
towing packair. Asking $600.
Call 436-2632.
1973 MONTE CARLO, one
owner, low mileage Call





PRICE HAIR CUT $1.50
Closed MI Day Wed.
Saturday 7:30 ti15:00
pita SHAVE $1.25
























Two level, 5 bedroom brick, two full
ceramic baths, huge utility room, 2
fireplaces, fully carpeted, kitchen with
built-ins, large lot. Two car detached
garage with nice guest apartment above.
Owner has other interest. Price
$110,000.
Ohio Valley Real Estate




Local owner, Kentucky car.
Call 436-2/27.









350 engine, power steering,




4 door, V-6, automatic.




Bronze and tan, one owner,




One owner, 29,000 miles,








Mary more Ned and new
ars and tracks to pick













1977 FORD COURIER long
bed AM-FM, soft suspension,
14,000 miles..$3000. Call 753-
6274 after 5° pm.
1972 LONG Wheel base
pickup truck for sale. $1500,
call 753-4418.
1967 ONE-TON Chevrolet
truck, flat bed, 350 engine,
commerical transmission,
runs good, tires goOd, $1200.
Call 753-8500 after 5 -pm.
PHELAN LOW boy with
truck, also a 20-B Dozer with
2 blades and rake. Call 1-235-
2704.
- -





Inc., Rt. 7, Box 258, Murray,
Ky. (502)-435-4527.
BYARS BROTHERS & Son-
General home remodeling,
framing, aluminum siding




and efficient service. Custom
Carpet Care, 489-2774.
TWtt4- SCREW IC* -ek---
Dead tamdem gravel truck,
small crawler loader. Trade
or you take over payments.
One or all. Call 753-1739
evenings
51. CAMPERS
ELDORADO 91/2 foot truck
camper. Like new condition,
toilet, shower, three burner
stcrve with oven, three-way
refrigerator etc. Call 753
3729.
There has never been a Pre-
harvest sale like this one.
We're cutting prices on all
Starcrafts Travel trailers
and Pop-ups. Come in and
take a look at what pre-
harvest time can mean.
Reap your rewards early for
fall camping. WHITE'S
CAMPER SALES East 94
Hwy towards Ken Lake. Call
753-0605.
1978 TRAVEL TRAILER, 25
ft. Star Craft. Sleeps 8, hItch
and 16 ft. awning. 753-7728.
52. BOATS & MOTORS
FLAT PONTOON Boat. Call
1-474-8805.
HOUSEBOAT, 1973 42 foot,
Gibson Fly Bridge,twin 225
hp engines, 7.5 Kanan
generator, air conditioned,
all electric fully equipped,
less then 175 hours on
engines. Excellent condition.
Call 753-7460 or 753-8640
1975-15 ft. Ouachita Bass
Boat. 1978 60 HP Mariner
motor, Lowrance depth
finder, $3,000. Call 753-9349.
1977 SUMMERSET ski boat,
161/2 ft., 175 horsepower






GOOD TASTE! GOOD BUY! 3 bedroop B. V.,
central gas heat & central air, 2 baths, den
w/fireplace, formal living room, kitchen. The
decorators touch to every -room includes paper,,
custom drapes & shades. Landscaped & in a
quiet neighborhood. Call for appointment.
FRESH AIR & COUNTRY LIVING. . This nice 3'
bedroom B. If home has electric heat, range,
refrigerator, dishwasher, all draperies included.
Situated on 26 acres, highly productive crop
land. Excellent outbuildings, 2 tool sheds, barn,
etcaChain link fenced backyard. Additiohal crop
land if desired. In 60's.
Barbara Erwin 753-4136
Audra Moody 753-90.36
B. B. Hook 753-2387
Professional Services With The Friendly Touch
We Have The Sales-We Need Your Listings
REDUCED! REDUCED! Privacy Near The University, a 3 bedroom house
located on a well-landscaped corner lot within walking distance of the Univer-
sity. The house is exceptionally clean and has recently been painted inside and
out. All of the appliances and draperies stay with the sale. Other features in-
clude a large living rm., family rm., study and/or game rm., attic fan, partially
floored attic. MI this and for only $39,900.
CAMELOT-CONTEMPORARY-CHARMER. Th-
is Tri-level home with future has it all
Spaciousness, lots of glass, stone fireplace w/oc-
tatherm for efficiency & energy conservation, 3
bedroom, 2't baths, with central electric heat &
sir, 2 electric heat pumps, plush carpeting, step-
saver kitchen, large dining room. Double
garage. Ask to see this soon.
REDUCED! TAKE LIVING AT ITS BEST4a This
just reduced B. V. is fine for the fainily desiring:
wooded location with 224' of lake frontage
Living rm., dining rm., kitchen, 2 baths. Central
electric heat & air, fireplace, plus all the extras
Stop looking this is it.
THIS ONE HAS IT ALL! REDUCED! 3.
bedroom, 2112 baths, living rm., dining rm., kit-
chen w/eating bar, built-in desk, double cfrive;--•
refrigerator, self-cleaning oven, extra cabinets,
family rm. w/gas log fireplace, redwood deck,
located on large comer lot. Call us - see it you'll
love it.
4
COUNTRY ESTATE. This lovely home situated
on 2 acres has absolutely everything all the
quality, spaciousness, & luxury you want. 4,000
sq. ft., 314 baths (master bath has sunken tub),
plush carpeting, central vacuum system. Raise






Two new 3 BR, B-V homes on large lots for sale
this week one in Fairview Acres, the other in
Lynnwood Estates. Both of these homes feature
quality construction, large living rooms. Dens
separate dining areas and kitchens, 1½ baths
and enclosed garage. Builder is ready for buyer
to select appliances, colors, rugs, etc.. Call for
an appointment. Priced to sell in low 40's. Bus
route to the county schools pass by these homes,
with churches and shopping convenient only 5
minutes to town, 10 to the lake.
FOR IMMEDIATE POSSESSION
For sale and immediate possession, - one, two
BR mobile homes located across Hwy. 280 from
Lakeway Shores, turn off 280 Hwy., follow the
main road around hill until you see a for sale sign
then call to see inside this is a well kept home and
is completely furnished. Featuring a 50x10 foot
porch, a deep well, storage room, and storm
cellar on lot 100x200 ft. Which can be yours, ALL
FOR $11,000.
FOR SALE
4 miles SE of Murray on Hwy. 121. A 2 BR frame
home with full basement on lot 115x189 ft. and a
fine EXTRA lot with trees, 144x189 ft. It is priced
to sell at $21,500.
DEVELOPMENT PROPERTIES
20.9 acres 1/2 mile south of Oaks Country Club on
Oaks Country Club Road. Approved for a sub-
division and priced below most development
property and even below some regular farm
land; 36 acres just west of Canterbury Estates
and east of Martins Chapel Rd. This property is
ripe for development now and this is an op-
portunity for some of our progressive young
people in their own hometown. Call or come by to
see us and let's talk. WE WANT TO HELP YOU














NOT FRILLS - JUST FACTS - 3 bedroom B. V.
home built in 1967 located on 1,2 acre lot 2 miles
south of Murray just of 4121. New carpet in living
room & bedrooms, new vinyl in kitchen & utility.
14 x 24 workshop give you extra storage space.
Priced in low 30's. Immediate Possession. Be
sure to compare this before you buy.
COUNTRY LIVING MADE EASY! 1 year old, 3 '
bedroom B. V., 21/2 baths, greatroom, kitchen,
fireplace w/heat-o-lator. Heat pump. Patio, 2 car
garage. Located Bendefield Sub-division. Priced


























Mrs. Bertha Mae Baugh,
widow of Arthirt L. Baugh,
died Tuesday at 4:15 p.m. at
the Community Hospital,
'Mayfield. She was 87 years
of age and a member of the
Burnett's Chapel United
Methodist Church.
Survivors include one son,
Charles J. Baugh, one
granddaughter, Mrs. Bob L.
Suns. and two grand-
children. Doug and Leslie
Sims. all of Mayfield. -
The funeral is being held
today at two p.m. at the
chapel of the Roberts
Funeral Service, Mayfield,
with the Rev. Harry Nall,
the Rev. Clarence Hare, Jr.,
and the Rev. David Lewis
officiating.
• SeiNuig as pallbearers are
Harland Easley, James B.
Crawford, Bill Chapman,
Jeffrey Howard, W. C.
Dockery, James B. Sims,
Rupert -Ray, Robert T.
McCuan, and Lowell Beck.





Mrs. Mary Wells Weeks will
be held Friday at four p.m.
at the Ivy Cemetery_ in
Calloway County with the
Rev. Odell Colson officiating.
The J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home will be in
charge of local
arrangements.
Mrs. Weeks, age 68, a
resident of Greensboro, N.
C., died Monday at the Cone
Memorial Hospital there.
She is a native of Calloway
County.
Survivors include one son.
Theo W. Weeks, two
brothers. Hoyt and Beck





The funeral for Mrs
Delores Lassiter Parrish of
New Concord will be held
Friday at two p.m. at the
chapel of the Blalock-
Coleman Funeral Home with
the Rev. Dr. Jerrell White
officiating.
Pallbearers will be Louie
Henson, Clarence Wedding,
Billy Houston, Rudy Tripp,
Frank Kirks, and David
Davis. Burial will follow in
the Barnett Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Mrs. Parrish, age 46, died
Tuesday at 10:25 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital after an. illness, of
about six months. She was a
former employee of the
Triangle Restaurant and a





Irene Higgins, and Rhonda








Department has charged two
Clarksville, Tenn., juveniles
with theft by unlawful taking
of a value over $100 in
connection with a boat
motor theft at Darnell
Marine SalesAast Sunday.
A sheriff's department
spokesman said today the
motor reported missing in
the incident was recovered
by Tennessee authorities in
Clarksville.
Acting on a description,
the sheriff's department
arrested the juveniles here
earlier this week. They're
currently in the juvenile
detention center at Calloway




Funeral services for Claud
C. Smith of Kirksey will be
held Friday at 1.30 p.m at
the Mt. Hebron United
Methodist Church, where he
was a member, with the
Rev. Jim Glass and the Rev.
Fred French officiating. The
music and song service will
be by Clarice Norsworthy
and Daytha McCallon.
Active pallbearers will be
Mark Wilson, Don Smith,
Howard Smith, Ted Wilson,
HiLson Guier, and Mark
Smith. Burial will follow in
the Wade Cemetery with the
arrangements by the J. H.
Churchill Funeral Home
where friends may call.
Mr. Smith, age 92, died
Tuesday at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
His wife, Mrs. Lola L.
Smith, died in June 1967.
Survivors include one
daughter, Mrs. Paul Hank-
worth; two sons, Clay and
Wade Smith; one brother,
Allen Smith; seven grand-
children; 13 great grand-




The New Concord Pen-
tecostal Church, located off
Highway 121 on Highway 444
at New Concord, will hear
the Rev. and Mrs. McNarry,
outgoing missionaries to
Africa, speak at the eleven
a.m. and six p.m. worship
services on Sunday, Sept. 10.
The pastor, the Rev. W. L
Melton, urges the public to
attend. Sunday School will
be at ten a.m.
•
Some souvenirs that can't be
brought into the United States
without permits are tortoise
shell jewelry, carved whale
teeth, coats made from skins of
most big cats, and belts, wal-
lets, shoes and luggage made of




ROTC DISPLAY — This helicopter is an example of one
of the pieces of military equipment that will be on display
this Saturday as a part of Murray State University's Reser-
ve Officers Training Corps (ROTC) annual open house.




West Kentuckians will have
an opportunity Saturday to





On display from 9 a.m. until
2 p.m. on the parking lot at
Murray State University's
Stewart Stadium • will be
helicopters, combat vehicles,
weapons and support
equipment as part of the
university's Reserve Officers
Training Corps (ROTC) an-
nual Open House.
Major Benigno F. Gonzales
is the project officer and has
coordinated the movement of
the equipment to Murray from
Fort Campbell. Fort Knox and
the Kentucky National Guard.
Among the displays will be
one of the Army's massive
CH-47 Chinnook helicopters,
which were used extensively
in Vietnam in transporting
large numbers of troops and
heavy equipment. Coming
from Fort Campbell, it.carries
a crew of four and is "capable
of lifting and transporting 33
combat ready men, or a 105-
mm Howitzer along with 90
rounds of ammunition and the
gun's six-man crew.
Also on display will be a





armed with two rocket "pods"
on each side, each with a
capacity of 23 rockets, giving
the aircraft the tremendous
firepower of 92 rockets. Flown
by a two-man crew, it also is
armed with a 40-mm cannon in
its nose.
Two smaller UH1-H (Huey)
helicopters also will ,be on
display. These are used
generally for .medical
evacuation and utility use. It
can carry six combat-ready
men and is flown by a three-
man crew.
On display will be a ground
surveillance radar unit
capable of, through electrical
impulses, picking up moving
images up to 300 meters. It is
used mostly at night to pin-
point enemy troops, fire bases
and positions.
The public is invited to visit
the display and inspect the
equipment during the five
hours of the Open House.
Sick parrots from South
America are thought to have
.been responsible for exposing
California poultry to Newcastle
disease in 1971. In the two-year
program to stamp out the dis-
ease, more than 11 million




'The Sound Of Music'
Planned By The MCMA
"The Sound of Music" will
be presented here on
Tuesday, Oct. 24, at the
Lovett Auditorium, Murray
State University, as a part





Sally Ann Howes will play
the role of Maria in the
Rodgers and Hammerstein's
production here in Murray.
She was born in London and
was the toast of the London
stage before making her
Broadway debut in "My
Fair Lady." Since that time
she has starred in several
Broadway hits and made
guest appearances on many
television shows.
Three more major stars in
the,, coming musical
production here will be Earl
Wrightson as Captain von
Trapp, Lois Hunt as Elsa
Schraeder, and Terry
Saunders as Mother Abbess.
The first two are known for
their recordings and con-
certs of Broadway's music,




for the Civic Music
Association series may be
purchased at the MCMA
headquarters located in the
downtown branch of the
Bank of Murray during
business hours Sept. 11 to 15.
For information persons
may call 753-0711. Tickets
will also be available
following the free "mini-
concerts" during campaign
week.
Autopsies To Be Performed
On Bodies Found In River
CHAVIES, Ky. (API —
Autopsies were to be per-
formed today on the bodies




The bodies, bound together
with barbed wire and
weighted with an old plow,
were spotted floating about
three feet beneath the
water's surface Wednesday
by a train crew, which
notified police.
A spokesman for the
Perry County rescue squad,
which recovered the bodies
about I mile from the
Chavies community,
estimated they had been in
the river for five to seven'
days.
State police Lt. Ray





y„pow the source of the
barbed wire and plow.
"We feel like we know
where they came from,
yes," he said. The officer
would not elaborate, adding
that no arrests' had been,
made.
The victims' identities
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Federal State Market News Service
Sept r.1978
Kentuck), Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 6 Buying Stations:
Recetpts Act. 204 Est. 750 Barrows &
Gilts mostly steady Sows uneven-steady
to $1.00 lower
US 1 ,2 200-230 lbs.  848.0046.25
US 1-3 200-2401bs 147.75-48.00
US 2-4240.200 lbs. ..... . $46.75-47.75
US 3-4 260-260 lbs . 645 75-46.75
Sows •
US 1-2 270-350 lbs.  $41 00-42 uu
US 1-3 300-500lb'. $40.0041 00
US 1-3 450-500 lbs. 
. '  
M1.50-42.50
US 1-3 300-69) 4. 1 2 50-43.00 few 43.50
US 300-500 lbs. 839.00-40.00
Boars $30.00-35.00
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